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Abstract
Refinement types can be used to improve the expressiveness of type systems for
functional programming languages. These kind of systems present the type language
augmented with logical annotations, so that the functional behavior of programs can
be directly specified on the type language.
This thesis presents a new type system featuring refinement predicates jointly with the
accuracy oﬀered by intersection types discipline, the Liquid Intersection Types system.
This system can be used to derive very precise types, leading to detailed descriptions
of how programs behave. Despite the risk of undecidable problems posed by general
refinement type systems and intersection types, we keep our system decidable by
forcing three main restrictions:
• expressions appearing in refinement types of particular terms must exclusively be
conjunctions of qualifiers taken from a global programmer-supplied set of logical
qualifiers;
• we use in our system a conservative (decidable) subtyping judgment;
• intersection types within our system are only for types of the same form i.e., we
can only intersect refinement of the same ML type diﬀering on the associated
refinement expressions.
Along with the type system, we propose an algorithm for inferring Liquid Intersection
Types for a given program. This algorithm relies on the Damas-Milner inference engine
to infer ML types, which will allow to generate intersection types containing all the
sound combinations of qualifiers supplied.
To be able to experimentally validate our results, we conceived the tool lisette. This
tool allows to test the proposed inference mechanism over a program written in an
ML-like programming language.
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Resumo
Tipos refinados podem ser usados para melhorar a expressividade de sistemas de tipos
para linguagens funcionais. Este conjunto de sistemas de tipos apresenta a linguagem
de tipos aumentada com anotações lógicas, de tal forma que o comportamento fun-
cional de programas pode ser directamente especificado na linguagem de tipos.
Esta dissertação apresenta um novo sistema de tipos com refinamentos e a precisão
oferecida pela disciplina de tipos com intersecções, o sistema Liquid Intersection Types.
Este sistema pode ser utilizado para derivar tipos bastante precisos, resultando em
descrições detalhadas do comportamento de programas. Apesar do risco de problemas
indecidíveis associados ao uso de tipos com refinamentos e tipos com intersecções
gerais, mantemos o nosso sistema decidível implementando três restrições principais:
• expressões constantes nos refinamentos dos tipos de alguns termos em particular
devem ser exclusivamente compostos por conjunções de qualificadores retirados
de um conjunto global, introduzido pelo programador, de qualificadores lógicos;
• a utilização no nosso sistema de um julgamento de sub-tipagem conservativo
(decidível);
• o nosso sistema apresenta apenas intersecções de tipos com a mesma forma i.e.,
podemos apenas intersectar refinamentos do mesmo tipo ML que defiram nos
refinamentos associados.
Em conjunto com o sistema de tipos, propomos também um algoritmo para a inferência
de Liquid Intersection Types para um dado programa. Este algoritmo usa o mecanismo
de inferência de Damas-Milner para inferir tipos ML, os quais permitirão gerar tipos
com intersecções contendo todas as combinações correctas dos qualifiers fornecidos.
De forma a ser possível validar experimentalmente os nossos resultados, construímos
a ferramenta lisette. Esta ferramenta permite testar o mecanismo de inferência
proposto para um programa escrito numa linguagem de programação estilo ML.
19

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Contextualization
Since the rise of the ML type system and practical inference approaches [Dam84], there
has been a constant demand for more expressive type systems. It is desirable that such
systems could not only capture the typing properties of terms, but also additional
information about programs. As examples we have type-and-eﬀect systems [NN99]
and refinement type systems [FP91].
Refinement types [KF10] state complex program invariants, by augmenting type sys-
tems with logical predicates. A refinement type of the form {⌫ : B |  } stands for
the set of values from basic type B restricted to the filtering predicate (refinement)
 . A subtyping relation exists for refinement types, which will generate implication
conditions:
 ; ⌫ : B `  )  
  ` {⌫ : B |  } <: {⌫ : B |  }
One idea behind the use of such type systems is to perform type-checking using SMTs
(Satisfability Modulo Theories) solvers [Sho84], discharging conditions as the above
  )  . However, the use of arbitrary boolean terms as refinement expressions leads
to undecidable type systems, both for type checking and inference.
Liquid Types [RKJ08, VRJ13] present a system capable of automatically infer refine-
ment types, by means of two main restrictions to a general refinement type system:
refinement predicates of some terms are conjunctions of expressions exclusively taken
from a global, user-supplied set (denoted Q) of logical qualifiers (simple predicates
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over program variables, the value variable ⌫ and the variable placeholder ?); and a
conservative (hence decidable) notion of subtyping.
Despite the interest of Liquid Types, some situations arise where the inference pro-
cedure infers poorly accurate types. For example, considering Q = {⌫   0, ⌫  0}
and the term neg ⌘  x.   x, Liquid Types infer for neg the type x : {0  ⌫ ^ 0  
⌫} ! {0  ⌫ ^ 0   ⌫}1. This type cannot be taken as a precise description of the
neg function’s behavior, since it is not expressed that for a positive (resp. negative)
argument the function returns a negative (resp. positive) value. With our system we
will have for neg the type (x : {⌫   0}! {⌫  0}) \ (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0}).
We introduce Liquid Intersection Types, a refinement type system with the addition
of intersection types [BCDC83, CDC80]. Our use of intersection in conjunction with
refinement types is motivated by a problem clearly identified for Liquid Types: the
absence of most-general types, as in the ML tradition. Our use of intersection for
refinement types draws some inspiration from [FP91], since this oﬀers a way to use
jointly detailed types and intersections. Though, integrating this expressiveness with
refinement types and keeping the qualifiers from Q simple (which must be provided
by the programmer) implies the design of a new type system.
Besides the new type system, another contribution of this work is a new inference
algorithm for Liquid Intersection Types. Using our algorithm allows a programmer
to reap the expressiveness benefits of Liquid Intersection Types, needing only to
provide the set Q and without the need to annotate the source code with typing
information. This algorithm is the core of the lisette tool, a prototype resulting in
the implementation of the theoretical work described in this thesis.
1.2 Thesis organization and contributions
In the second chapter we introduce concepts and results that form the basis of our
contributions. In particular, we revisit the road from untyped  -calculus until poly-
morphic type system, with emphasis on the simply-typed  -calculus, ML type system
and a form of intersection types. We give particular attention to the type safety
property of these systems as well as the soundness and completeness of the respective
inference algorithms.
In chapter three we focus on the specific family of refinement type systems. These
1Throughout this thesis we write { } instead of {⌫ : B |  } whenever B is clear from the context.
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systems are the main inspiration for our Liquid Intersection Type system, and so we
present in detail some of their most relevant features. We give particular attention to
the system of Liquid Types.
Chapter four presents the Liquid Intersection Type system, detailing its type and terms
language, semantics and typing rules. We conclude this chapter with the detailed proof
of the subject reduction property for our system.
Chapter five is concerned to the presentation of the algorithm to infer Liquid Intersec-
tion Types for a given term and the supplied set Q. We present some examples of how
our algorithm works and proof a soundness result for it. We also give a description
of the devised prototype, the lisette tool. We detail on how this tool computes and
show the result of running lisette over a small example.
Finally, in the last chapter of the thesis we summarize our conclusions of the work
done, review the objectives initially proposed for this work and outlook some possible
lines of future work.
We give in the appendix the source code of the most relevant parts of the inference
algorithm, as well as the mechanism for solving generated constraints, all implemented
as part of lisette.
The work done in this thesis was partially presented in [PAF14a] and [PAF14b].

Chapter 2
Background
2.1 The untyped  -calculus
We use  -calculus [Chu33] as the underlying computational language throughout this
thesis. The  -calculus is the theoretical core of most modern programming languages
and is widely recognized as the perfect setting for the study of type systems.
We shall present some basic concepts about  -calculus (namely its syntax and seman-
tics).
2.1.1 Syntax
Definition 2.1.1 ( -terms) We assume an infinite set V of variables. The set ⇤ of
 -terms is defined as follows:
1. x 2 ⇤ if x 2 V
2. (M N) 2 ⇤ if M,N 2 ⇤
3. ( x.M) 2 ⇤ if M 2 ⇤, x 2 V
Terms built as in the previous third point are called  -abstractions, corresponding
to anonymous functions in some programming languages. For instance, ( x.x) corre-
sponds in Haskell to \x -> x. The application (M N) (second point) stands for the
application of the function represented by M to the argument N .
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Abstraction is right-associative and application is left-associative, so the following can
be used in order to avoid the excessive use of parentheses:
• (M1M2 · · ·Mn) as (· · · (M1M2) · · ·Mn)
• ( x1x2 · · · xn.M) as ( x1.( x2.(· · · ( xn.M) · · · )))
We write M ⌘ N to indicate syntactically equivalent terms. As an example:
( x.( y.((((xy)y)y)y))) ⌘ ( xy.xyyyy)
2.1.2 Reduction system
2.1.2.1 Variables and substitutions
Before defining the semantics of  -calculus, we need to formalize some notions about
the occurrences of variables within a term.
Definition 2.1.2 (Bound variables) The set of bound variables of a term M , given
by BV(M) : ⇤! P(V), is defined as:
BV(x) = ;
BV( x.M) = BV(M) [ {x}
BV(MN) = BV(M) [ BV(N)
Definition 2.1.3 (Free variables) The set of free variables of a term M , given by
FV(M) : ⇤! P(V), is defined as:
FV(x) = {x}
FV( x.M) = FV(M)\ {x}
FV(MN) = FV(M) [ FV(N)
A term M for which FV(M) = ; is called a closed term.
One needs to consider terms with holes, that is, terms partly defined. This terms
define contexts in which holes can be substituted by other terms.
Definition 2.1.4 ( -contexts) The  -contexts are defined as follows:
• x is a context
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• [ ] is a context
• if C1[ ] and C2[ ] are contexts, then (C1[ ]C2[ ]) and ( x.C1[ ]) are also contexts
Example of a context: N ⌘ ( x.[ ]x)M . For a context C[ ], the expression C[M ] stands
for the term resulting from the substitution of a hole of C for M . Considering the
previous term, N [ y.y] stands for ( x.( y.y)x)M .
Definition 2.1.5 (Substitution) The resulting of substituting the free occurrences
of y in M for L is given by:
[L/y]x ⌘
(
L if x ⌘ y
x otherwise
[L/y](MN) ⌘ ([L/y]M [L/y]N)
[L/y]( x.M) ⌘
(
( x.M) if x ⌘ y
( x.[L/y]M) otherwise
This definition of substitution poses a problem: variable capture. For instance, con-
sidering the substitution [y/x]( y.x) this results in ( y.y). This aﬀects the functional
behavior of ( y.x), since this is a constant function, ignoring the argument y and
always returning the value of x. However, the chosen substitution makes it the identity
function. We will only allow the substitution [N/x]M to occur if the bound variables
of M are disjoint from the free variables of N , formally:
BV(M) \ FV(N) = ;
To ensure this condition holds, we can apply the process of renaming the bound
variables of M , using a transformation called ↵-renaming.
Definition 2.1.6 (↵-renaming) The change on a bound variable x of M is the
substitution of all sub-terms ( x.N) of M for [y/x]( y.N), where y is a fresh variable.
Renaming bound variables preserves the functional meaning of terms, and so we shall
define ↵-congruence as follows:
Definition 2.1.7 (↵-congruence) A term M is ↵-congruent with N , denoted M ⌘↵
N , if N can be obtained from M by repeated renaming of bound variables, and vice-
versa.
As an example:
 x.xy ⌘↵  z.zy 6⌘↵  y.yy
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( xy.xy)( z.( w.w)z)( ab.a)
( xy.xy)( z.z)( ab.a) ( y.( z.( w.w)z)y)( ab.a)
( z.( w.w)z)( ab.a)
( w.w)( ab.a)
( ab.a)
Figure 2.1: Reduction-graph.
2.1.2.2 Reduction
In the  -calculus the notion of computation is captured by its reduction system.
Definition 2.1.8 ( -reduction) We sayM is in a one-step  -reduction relation with
N , denoted M !1  N , if N can be obtained by substituting a sub-term ( x.P )Q of
M for [Q/x]P . We define the relation !  as the reflexive transitive closure of !1 .
We call  -redex to the term of the form ( x.P )Q and contractum to [Q/x]P .
Since there may be various sub-terms of the form ( x.P )Q a term can be simultane-
ously reduced to diﬀerent terms. This leads to the definition of reduction graphs for
 -terms, where each node is a term and edges are possible reductions. An example of
such graph can be found in Figure 2.1. For this example, we consider equal ↵-congruent
terms, which is why there are multiple paths from the same node and ending at the
same node.
For the graph of Figure 2.1 the reductions paths end up with the term ( ab.a), since no
further reductions can be applied. The absence of further reductions is closely related
to the concept of normal form.
Definition 2.1.9 (Normal form) A term which does not contain any  -redex is said
to be in  -normal form or simply normal form.
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If a termM can be reduced to N in normal form then we sayM has a normal form. In
fact, diﬀerent reduction for the same term cannot reach two diﬀerent normal forms, as
formalized by the following theorem. This results assert that for the reduction-graph
any two diﬀerent paths will eventually lead to the same node, containing the term in
normal form.
Theorem 2.1.1 (Church-Rosser) If M !  N1 and M !  N2 then, there exists N
such that N1 !  N and N2 !  N .
This result is also referred as the diamond property, given by its pictorial representa-
tion:
N
N1 N2
M
Although diﬀerent sequences of reductions cannot lead to diﬀerent normal forms for
the same term, there are still situations where no normal form can be reached. Taking
for instance the term ⌦ ⌘ ( x.xx)( x.xx), any sequence of reduction steps always
ends up with ⌦ again:
( x.xx)( x.xx)! ( x.xx)( x.xx)! · · ·
On the other hand, for the term ( xy.y)⌦ the following reduction is possible:
( xy.y)⌦! ( y.y)
The reduction strategy that allowed to eliminate the redundancy of the ⌦ term is
called normal order strategy.
Definition 2.1.10 (Normal order strategy) A reduction step is said to be in
normal order if the chosen  -redex is the leftmost-outermost in the term.
In fact, normal order strategy is normalizing as explained by the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1.2 (Normal form and normal order strategy) If M admits normal
form N , then there is a sequence of reductions in normal order from M ending in N .
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Considering functional programming languages, normal order corresponds to call-
by-name evaluation. Other common reduction strategies are call-by-value and lazy
evaluation. The choice of which reduction strategy to apply is of major concern when
designing a functional programming language. Each evaluation defines a particular
method to traverse a reduction graph of a  -term.
2.2 Simply-typed  -calculus
Type systems are introduced in programming languages with the aim of providing a
level of static checking, with a type seen as a formal and concise description of the
behavior of some term (program). The addition of a type discipline to a calculus allows
to exclude programs that do not behave accordingly to its types.
The system of simple types [Cur34] is the simplest of type systems, using the  -calculus
as target language. It is the core of every subsequent type system.
2.2.1 Syntax
The syntax for the term language in the simply typed  -calculus remains the same as
for the untyped  -calculus.
We need to add a new syntactical category to describe the type language. Assume a
countable set of type variables V, using ↵ to range over this set. Types are defined as
follows:
⌧ ::= ↵ | ⌧1 ! ⌧2
This definition indicates that a type ⌧ is either a type variable ↵ or a arrow type
⌧1 ! ⌧2. Arrow types are frequently referred as functional types, since a type ⌧1 ! ⌧2
represents the functions that when applied to arguments of type ⌧1 return an element
of type ⌧2.
The operator ’!’ is right-associative. So, the type
⌧1 ! ⌧2 ! ⌧3 ! ⌧4
stands for
⌧1 ! (⌧2 ! (⌧3 ! ⌧4)).
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2.2.2 Type system
To be considered a term in the simply typed  -calculus, besides being syntactically
well-formed, a term must also be well  typed. Well-typedness relation is defined as a
three-place predicate of the form:
  `M : ⌧
called typing judgment or simply typing.
In the previous judgment,   represents a typing context or simply context (also called
typing environment). A typing context is a finite sequence of bindings of the form
x : ⌧ , that is, bindings of term variables to types. A typing context can be though of
as a function from variables to their types, and so we will write dom( ) for the set of
variables bound by   and  (x) for the type ⌧ bound to x in  . The form of a typing
context is defined by the following grammar:
  ::= ; |  ; x : ⌧
The empty context is then denoted by ; and  ; x : ⌧ is the extension of   with a new
binding ⌧ for x, that is:
( ; x : ⌧)(y) =
(
⌧ if y = x
 (x) otherwise
To avoid name clashes between existing and new bindings, no variable can be bound
more than once in a typing context. This is by no means restrictive, since as we
previously described bound variables can be renamed. We will use the notation  x to
indicate the typing context  \{x : ⌧}, where   is a context.
Typing judgments for the simply typed  -calculus are inductively defined by the
following inference rules:
Var
  ` x :  (x)
Abs
 x; x : ⌧1 `M : ⌧2
  `  x.M : ⌧1 ! ⌧2
App
  `M : ⌧1 ! ⌧2   ` N : ⌧1
  `MN : ⌧2
This set of rules can be used to build a type derivation  , a proof tree that serves as
witness for the validity of a typing judgment. Each node is an application of one of the
previous rules, with the tree being either a single node (composed of the axiom Var)
or a typing rule with as many subtrees as typing judgment premises. We present in
Figure 2.2 the typing derivation for the composition of functions in the empty context
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Abs
Abs
Abs
App
Var
  ` f : ⌧1 ! ⌧2
Var
  ` g : ⌧0 ! ⌧1
Var
  ` x : ⌧0
  ` g x : ⌧1
App
  ` f (g x) : ⌧2
f : ⌧1 ! ⌧2; g : ⌧0 ! ⌧1 `  x.f (g x) : ⌧0 ! ⌧2
f : ⌧1 ! ⌧2 `  g.  x. f (g x) : (⌧0 ! ⌧1)! ⌧0 ! ⌧2
; `  f.  g.  x. f(gx) : (⌧1 ! ⌧2)! (⌧0 ! ⌧1)! ⌧0 ! ⌧2
Figure 2.2: Type derivation for the composition of functions.
where   = f : ⌧1 ! ⌧2; g : ⌧0 ! ⌧1; x : ⌧0. This derivation is valid for any ⌧0, ⌧1 and
⌧2.
For a given term M and a context  , if no type ⌧ exists such that   ` M : ⌧ holds
then we say M cannot be typed under  . Moreover, if for any   we cannot give a ⌧
such that   ` M : ⌧ then the term cannot be typed in the simply typed  -calculus.
For instance, the term ( x.xx) cannot be typed, as there are no   and ⌧ for which one
can build a typing derivation validating   ` ( x.xx) : ⌧ .
For the presented set of typing rules there is at most one such rule that can be applied
to type a term. This implies that the shape of the derivation is completely determined
by the structure of the term being typed, and so we say the typing rules are syntax
directed. Consequently, we can state an inversion lemma explaining how sub-terms of
a well-typed term can also be typed.
Lemma 2.2.1 (Inversion for typing rules) Suppose that   `M : ⌧ .
• If M ⌘ x then x 2 dom( ) and  (x) = ⌧ ;
• If M ⌘M1M2 then   `M1 : ⌧ 0 ! ⌧ and   `M2 : ⌧ 0, for some ⌧ 0;
• If M ⌘  x.N then ⌧ is of the form ⌧1 ! ⌧2 and  ; x : ⌧1 ` N : ⌧2.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of   `M : ⌧ .
In a syntax directed system proofs about its inference rules are very much simplified,
since we know for sure the rule applied to type check some term. Also, any proof
by induction on a derivation   ` M : ⌧ presents equivalent arguments to a proof by
structural induction on M .
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2.2.3 Properties
The use of type systems gives us strong guarantees about the execution of programs.
This is captured by Milner’s slogan “well-typed expressions do not go wrong”. Yet
very informal, this slogan already indicates the relation between the type system of a
calculus (“well-typed expressions”) an how terms compute (“do not go wrong”).
We revisit here the principal results that guarantee type safety for simply typed  -
calculus, choosing the call-by-value variant for the dynamic semantics.
2.2.3.1 Structural properties
Concerning the structure of the typing context and how variables stored in it can
be used to type check terms, there are some important properties that worth to be
mentioned. Simply typed  -calculus satisfies the following three structural properties :
Lemma 2.2.2 (Weakening) If  1; 2 ` M : ⌧ then  1; x : ⌧ 0; 2 ` M : ⌧ , for any
x 62 dom( 1; 2) and any ⌧ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of  1; 2 `M : ⌧ .
Lemma 2.2.3 (Exchange) If  1; x1 : ⌧1; x2 : ⌧2; 2 `M : ⌧ then
 1; x2 : ⌧2; x1 : ⌧1; 2 `M : ⌧ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of  1; x1 : ⌧1; x2 : ⌧2; 2 `M : ⌧ .
Lemma 2.2.4 (Contraction) If  1; x1 : ⌧ 0; x2 : ⌧ 0; 2 `M : ⌧ then
 1; x3 : ⌧ 0; 2 ` [x3/x1][x3/x2]M : ⌧ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of  1; x1 : ⌧ 0; x2 : ⌧ 0; 2 `M : ⌧ .
The property of weakening states that the addition of new, unnecessary variables to the
typing context does not invalid a term to type check. The second property, exchange,
indicates that the order in which one adds variables to a context does not aﬀect the
type checking process. In fact, if a term can be type checked under   then it can be
type checked under any permutation of  . Finally, the property of contraction says
that if a term can be type checked using two identical hyphotesis in the context, then
it can also be type checked using just a single hyphotesis.
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Although some of the previous properties may seem obvious, formally stating them
eliminates some informal reasoning in proofs. Also, there exists some interesting type
systems that do not satisfy one, two or even any of these three properties. This systems
are known as substructural type systems, with an example of such systems being linear
types [Wad90].
2.2.3.2 Dynamic semantics
We choose the call-by-value strategy to describe how terms in simply typed  -calculus
shall execute. We give a contextual presentation, based on the reduction system
previously shown for the untyped  -calculus:
 
( x.M)v ! [v/x]M
Context
M ! N
E[M ]! E[N ]
Values are represented by v and in the simply typed  -calculus values are the  -
abstractions and variables:
v ::=  x.M | x
Any reduction step may occur inside a call-by-value evaluation context, defined by the
following grammar:
E ::= [ ] | EM | v E
2.2.3.3 Type safety
The property of type safety is proved by showing that each step of reduction preservers
typing (moreover, it preserves the same type) and by showing that well-typed terms
cannot get stuck. The first part is described as subject reduction (or preservation)
and the other one is called progress. This syntactic approach to prove safety of type
systems is due to [WF92].
Lemma 2.2.5 (Substitution lemma) If  ; x : ⌧ 0 ` M : ⌧ and   ` N : ⌧ 0 then
  ` [N/x]M : ⌧ .
Proof. By induction on the derivation  ; x : ⌧ 0 `M : ⌧ .
Theorem 2.2.1 (Subject reduction) If   `M : ⌧ and M ! N then   ` N : ⌧ .
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Proof. By induction on   ` M : ⌧ , making use of a substitution lemma at the case
M ⌘ ( x.M 0)v.
Lemma 2.2.6 (Canonical forms) If ; ` v : ⌧ and ⌧ is an arrow type, then v is a
 -abstraction.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Progress) If ; `M : ⌧ (M is a closed well-typed term) then either
M is a value or there exists N such that M ! N .
Proof. By induction on ; `M : ⌧ , making use of the lemma of canonical forms.
2.2.4 Type inference
The problem of given a termM find out a ⌧ such that   `M : ⌧ is traditional referred
as type inference or type reconstruction. The process of type inference is a common and
crucial feature of most modern functional programming languages, since it allows to
check if a program is well-typed without requiring the programmer to supply (almost
or none) any type annotations.
2.2.4.1 Type substitutions
A type variable, as the name itself indicates, can be substituted by other types.
Definition 2.2.1 (Type substitution) A type substitution S(·) is an idempotent
function, i.e. 8⌧.(S(S(⌧)) = S(⌧), of the form ⌧i/↵i, for some set of type variables ↵i
and types ⌧i. S(⌧) is the type obtained by substituting all variables ↵j for ⌧j in ⌧ .
Any substitutions S1 and S2 can be composed in the usual way.
Definition 2.2.2 (Type substitution composition) Let S1 and S2 be type substi-
tutions. The composition S1   S2 is defined as:
8↵. (S2   S1)(↵) = S2(S1(↵))
The previous definitions can now be used to define type instance:
Definition 2.2.3 (Type instance) A type ⌧ 0 is an instance of a type ⌧ iﬀ there is a
substitution S such that S(⌧) = ⌧ 0.
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The notion of instance can also be applied to typing contexts, by lifting type substi-
tutions in the natural way:
Definition 2.2.4 (Type instance for contexts) A typing context  0 is an instance
of   iﬀ there is a substitution S such that S( ) =  0, where
S( ) =
(
; if   = ;
S( 0); x : S(⌧) if   =  0; x : ⌧
2.2.4.2 Unification
The concept of unification plays a central role in the whole process of type inference,
as we will briefly present. Unification is used to relate two, possibly, distinct types
through substitution.
Definition 2.2.5 (Unifier) An unifier between types ⌧1 and ⌧2 is a type substitution
such that S(⌧1) = S(⌧2).
Definition 2.2.6 (Most general unifier) We say S is the most general unifier of
⌧1 and ⌧2 if for any other unifier S1 of ⌧1 and ⌧2 there is a substitution S2 such that
S1 = S2   S.
As an example, consider the types ⌧1 = ↵ ! ↵ and ⌧2 = ↵1 ! ↵2 as well as the
substitutions
S1 = [(↵3 ! ↵4)/↵, (↵3 ! ↵4)/↵1, (↵3 ! ↵4)/↵2]
and
S2 = [↵/↵1,↵/↵2]
Both S1 and S2 are unifiers for ⌧1 and ⌧2, but only S2 is the most general unifier.
The most general unifier can be computed using Robinson’s algorithm [Rob65] for the
case where terms to be unified are types. This algorithm will return the most general
unifier or fail in case one does not exist.
Definition 2.2.7 (Robinson’s most general unifier) Let ⌧1 and ⌧2 be two simple
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types. The function mgu(⌧1, ⌧2) is defined as:
mgu(↵, ⌧) =
8><>:
[⌧/↵] if ↵ 62 FV(⌧)
Id if ↵ = ⌧
fail if otherwise
mgu(⌧1 ! ⌧2,↵) = mgu(↵, ⌧1 ! ⌧2)
mgu(⌧1 ! ⌧2, ⌧3 ! ⌧4) = let S = mgu(⌧1, ⌧3) in
mgu(S(⌧2), S(⌧4))   S
2.2.4.3 Principal types
Several  -terms can have more than one type. For instance, the term  xy.y can be
assigned the type ↵1 ! ↵2 ! ↵2 or the type ↵1 ! (↵2 ! ↵3) ! (↵2 ! ↵3). This
way, it makes sense to define a notion of principal type, that is, a type that somehow
can represent all the other assignable types to a term.
Definition 2.2.8 (Principal type) Let M be a  -term and ⌧ a simple type. The
type ⌧ is said to be M ’s principal type iﬀ
• there exists a   such that   `M : ⌧ ;
• for any other derivation  00 `M : ⌧ 0 there is a sub-set  0 of  00 such that  0 is an
instance of  , obtained using a substitution S and ⌧ 0 is an instance of ⌧ , using S
as well.
The principal type of a term is useful for describing the possible set of types assigned
to a term. Many inference algorithms (as the ones we present here) are concerned
with computing the principal type of the given term. This is commonly accomplished
by using Robinson’s most general unifier.
2.2.4.4 Hindley-Milner’s algorithm
We present a type inference algorithm due to Hindley [Hin69] and latter rediscovered
by Milner [Mil78]. This algorithm defines a function T (·) that given a term M returns
a context   and a type ⌧ such that   `M : ⌧ .
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Definition 2.2.9 (Hindley-Milner algorithm T ) Let   be a typing context, M a
 -term and ⌧ a simple type. The function T (M) = ( , ⌧) is defined as follows:
T (x) = ({x : ↵} ,↵), ↵ is a fresh variable
T (M1M2) = let T (M1) = ( 1, ⌧1) in
let T (M2) = ( 2, ⌧2) in
let S = mgu(⌧1, ⌧2 ! ↵) (↵ fresh) in
(S( 1; 2), S(↵))
T ( x.M1) = let T (M1) = ( , ⌧2) in
if  (x) = ⌧1 then ( x, ⌧1 ! ⌧2)
else ( ,↵! ⌧2) (↵ fresh)
where mgu(·, ·) is Robinson’s unification algorithm.
As an example of how the algorithm performs, consider the term M ⌘ ( xy.x)( z.z).
Applying T (·) to M we have:
T (x) = ({x : ↵1} ,↵1)
) T ( y.x) = ({x : ↵} ,↵2 ! ↵1)
) T ( xy.x) = ({} ,↵1 ! ↵2 ! ↵1)
Also:
T (z) = ({z : ↵3} ,↵3)
) T ( z.z) = ({} ,↵3 ! ↵3)
The last step is to infer the type of the application ( xy.x)( z.z). So, we need to
compute the substitution S = mgu(↵1 ! ↵2 ! ↵1, (↵3 ! ↵3)! ↵4):
S = mgu(↵1 ! ↵2 ! ↵1, (↵3 ! ↵3)! ↵4)
= let S1 = mgu(↵1,↵3 ! ↵3) = [↵3 ! ↵3/↵1] in
mgu(S1(↵2 ! ↵1), S1(↵4))   S1 =
= mgu(↵2 ! (↵3 ! ↵3),↵4)   S1 =
= [↵2 ! (↵3 ! ↵3)/↵4]   [↵3 ! ↵3/↵1]
Finally, we have:
T (( xy.x)( z.z)) = (S({}), S(↵4)) = ({},↵2 ! ↵3 ! ↵3)
The algorithm T was proved sound and that for each  -term M it infers a simple type
⌧ such that ⌧ is the principal type of M .
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2.3 Polymorphism
As we have previously seen, for some terms, we can assign distinct types. For instance,
the identity function ( x.x) has type ↵! ↵ and so one can instantiate ↵ with int or
float ! float, resulting in the following derivations:
Abs
x : int ` x : int
; `  x.x : int! int
x : float ! float ` x : float ! float
; `  x.x : (float ! float)! (float ! float)
Abs
The ability of a term to simultaneously admit diﬀerent types is called polymorphism.
Polymorphism [Rey74] is essential in programming: for any programming language
without this feature, one needs to define diﬀerent functions for each possible type,
even if these functions behave equally.
There are two diﬀerent notions of polymorphism that worth to be mentioned:
• parametric polymorphism: commonly found in most modern programming
languages, is a form of polymorphism where a term can be typed generally, with
diﬀerent types being instances of a common polymorphic type; some represen-
tative systems of this class of polymorphism are System F [Rey74, Gir72] and
let-polymorphism or ML-style polymorphism [Mil78].
• ad-hoc polymorphism: a term can exhibit diﬀerent behavior when applied to
diﬀerent types; the most popular form of ad-hoc polymorphism is overloading,
where a single function name is associated with many implementation, with the
compiler (or run-time system) being responsible for choosing the appropriate
implementation.
We present here two diﬀerent systems implementing some form of polymorphism: the
Damas-Milner type system [DM82] and intersection types [CDC80]. The first one
belongs to the parametric polymorphism and is the basis of modern type systems,
while in the latter variables can be explicitly assigned more than one type by means
of very expressive type language.
2.3.1 Damas-Milner type system
2.3.1.1 Syntax
The type systems of modern functional languages such as Standard ML, OCaml and
Haskell are inspired by Damas-Milner type system, or simply ML. This system oﬀers a
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restricted form of polymorphism and so avoiding the undecidability of type inference
in System F . Within ML, type variables can only be substituted by quantifier-free
types and polymorphic types cannot appear at the left of the ’!’ operator.
The ML system extends the term language of simply typed  -calculus with a let
operator, used to factor out multiple occurrences of the same sub-expression. The ML
term language is then defined as follows:
M,N ::= x |MN | x.M | let x = M inN
Concerning type language, in ML polymorphic types are described using type schemes :
⌧ ::= ↵ | ⌧1 ! ⌧2 simple types
  ::= ⌧ | 8↵. 0 type schemes
A type scheme represents the set of types that, given a term M and a context  , can
be inferred for M under  .
Definition 2.3.1 (Generic instance) Let ⌧ be a simple type and   a type scheme.
We say ⌧ is a generic instance of   iﬀ   = ⌧ or, considering a simple type ⌧ 0,   =
8↵1, · · · ,↵n.⌧ 0 and 9⌧1, · · · , ⌧n such that ⌧ = [⌧i/↵i]⌧ 0.
Definition 2.3.2 (Generic instance, type schemes) Let   and  0 be type schemes.
We say  0 is a generic instance of   iﬀ for all ⌧ instance of  0, ⌧ is also a generic instance
of  .
2.3.1.2 Dynamic semantics
Regarding evaluation, an evaluation context for handling reduction of let-in terms is
given:
E ::= [ ] | EM | v E | let x = E inM
A new reduction rule is added to the ones of simply typed  -calculus:
let x = v inM ! [v/x]M
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ML-Gen
ML-Abs
ML-Var
x : ↵ ` x : ↵
; `  x.x : ↵! ↵
; `  x.x : 8↵.↵! ↵ †
ML-App
ML-Inst
ML-Var
i : 8↵.↵! ↵ ` i : 8↵.↵! ↵
i : 8↵.↵! ↵ ` i : (↵! ↵)! (↵! ↵)
ML-Var
i : 8↵.↵! ↵ ` i : 8↵.↵! ↵
i : 8↵.↵! ↵ ` i : ↵! ↵ ML-Inst
i : 8↵.↵! ↵ ` ii : ↵! ↵ ‡
ML-Let
; `  x.x : 8↵.↵! ↵ † i : 8↵.↵! ↵ ` ii : ↵! ↵ ‡
; ` let i = ( x.x) in ii : ↵! ↵
Figure 2.3: Derivation for let i = ( x.x) in ii : ↵! ↵.
2.3.1.3 Type system
The typing rules for Damas-Milner system are inductively defined as follows:
ML-Var
  ` x :  (x)
Ml-Abs
 ; x : ⌧1 `M : ⌧2
  `  x : ⌧1.M : ⌧1 ! ⌧2
ML-App
  `M : ⌧1 ! ⌧2   ` N : ⌧1
  `MN : ⌧2
ML-Let
  `M :    ; x :   ` N : ⌧
  ` let x = M inN : ⌧
ML-Inst
  `M : 8↵. 
  `M :  [⌧/↵]
ML-Gen
  `M :   ↵ not free in  
  `M : 8↵. 
As an example of a type derivation using the previous rules, consider the derivation
for the term let i = ( x.x) in ii in Figure 2.3. Note that ( i.ii)( x.x) ⌘ let i =
( x.x) in ii (they reduce to the same term), although we cannot assign a type to
( i.ii)( x.x), since the sub-term ( i.ii) is not typable, even in the context of the ML
type system.
2.3.1.4 Type inference
As well as for simply typed  -calculus, we shall present an inference algorithm for
Damas-Milner system. We first define the notion of closure of a type ⌧ with respect
to a context  :
Definition 2.3.3 (Type closure) Let V be a set of variables,   a typing context
and ⌧ a simple type. The closure of ⌧ with respect to V , denoted V (⌧), is the type
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scheme 8↵1, · · · ,↵n.⌧ where ↵1, · · · ,↵n are type variables occurring free in ⌧ but not
in V . So,  (⌧) is the closure of ⌧ with respect to the set of free variables of  .
We can now define the inference algorithm for the ML system:
Definition 2.3.4 (Algorithm W) Let   be a typing context, M an ML term, ⌧ a
simple type and S a type substitution. The function W( ,M) = (S, ⌧) is defined as
follows:
W( , x) = let  (x) = 8↵1, . . . ,↵n.⌧ 0 in
(Id, ⌧ 0[↵0i/↵i]) (↵
0
i fresh variables)
W( ,M1M2) = let W( ,M1) = (S1, ⌧1) in
let W(S1( ),M2) = (S2, ⌧2) in
let S = mgu(S2(⌧1), ⌧2 ! ↵) (↵ fresh) in
(S   S2   S1, S(↵))
W( , x.N) = let W( ; x : ↵, N) = (S1, ⌧1) (↵ fresh) in
(S1, S1(↵)! ⌧1)
W( , letx = M1 inM2) = let W( ,M1) = (S1, ⌧1) in
let W(S1( ); x : S1( )(⌧1),M2) = (S2, ⌧2) in
(S2   S1, ⌧2)
where mgu(·, ·) is Robinson’s unification algorithm.
We can apply W to the term let i = ( x.x) in ii to confirm if we infer the same type
as the one we obtained for the derivation in Figure 2.3:
W({x : ↵} , x) = (Id,↵)
)W({} , x.x) = (Id,↵! ↵)
We use the closure of ↵! ↵ and continue computing W({i : 8↵.↵! ↵} , ii):
W({i : 8↵.↵! ↵} , i) = (Id,↵1 ! ↵1)
W({i : 8↵.↵! ↵} , i) = (Id,↵2 ! ↵2)
S = mgu(↵1 ! ↵1, (↵2 ! ↵2)! ↵3)
= [↵2 ! ↵2/↵1]   [↵2 ! ↵2/↵3]
)W({i : 8↵.↵! ↵} , ii) = (S,↵2 ! ↵2)
The process finally ends with the type for let i = ( x.x) in ii:
W({} , let i = ( x.x) in ii) = (S,↵2 ! ↵2)
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To finalize the presentation of algorithm W , we state some properties concerning its
soundness and completeness:
Lemma 2.3.1 (Soundness of substitution) If S is a type substitution and   `M :
  then S( ) `M : S( ). Moreover, if there is a derivation of   `M :   with height n
there is also a derivation of S( ) `M : S( ) of height less or equal to n.
Proof. By induction on n.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Soundness of W) Let   be a typing context, M an ML term, S a
type substitution and ⌧ a simple type. If W( ,M) succeeds with (S, ⌧) then there is a
derivation of S( ) `M : ⌧ .
Proof. By structural induction on M , using Lemma 2.3.1.
Definition 2.3.5 (Principal type scheme) A type scheme   is the principal type
scheme of M under a typing context   iﬀ:
•   `M :  ;
• if   `M :  0 then  0 is a generic instance of  .
Theorem 2.3.2 (Completeness of W) If   `M :   for some  , then W computes
a principal type scheme for M under  .
2.3.2 Intersection types
Intersection types [CDC80] are an alternative to Damas-Milner polymorphism. In fact,
more terms can be typed with intersection types than in the context of ML. Consider,
for instance, the term ( x.xx): with let polymorphism the only way to assign a type
to it is by using the let-in expression:
let x = ( y.y)
in xx
Using intersection types, one can directly assign a type to ( x.xx):
( x.xx) : ↵1 \ (↵1 ! ↵2)! ↵2
This typing indicates that ( x.xx) is a function that, when it receives an argument
having both types ↵1 and (↵1 ! ↵2) returns a value of type ↵2. The operator \ is
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used to intersect two types, and so M : ⌧1 \ ⌧2 says that M is simultaneously of type
⌧1 and ⌧2.
Parametric polymorphic types using universally quantified type variables can be un-
derstood as the set of all possible intersection types: considering a list-sorting function,
if this function works independently of the type of the list elements, then any modern
functional programming language would assign it the type:
8↵.(↵! ↵! bool)! list ↵! list ↵
This type can be instantiated with any monomorphic type, and so we can think of if
it as:
(int ! int ! bool) ! list int ! list int \
(float ! float ! bool) ! list float ! list float \
(char ! char ! bool) ! list char ! list char \
(bool ! bool ! bool) ! list bool ! list bool \ . . .
We present here the first system of intersection types, as described in [CDC80], called
the Coppo-Dezani type assignment system.
2.3.2.1 Syntax and semantics
The term language for the Coppo-Dezani type assignment system is the same as for the
simply typed  -calculus. The biggest diﬀerence lies in the addition of the \ operator
to the type language. Intersection types are then defined as follows:
  ::= ↵ |  1 \ · · · \  n (n   1) |  1 \ · · · \  n ! ⌧ (n   1)
where ⌧ is a simple type.
The operational semantics is the same as for the simply type  -calculus:
 
( x.M)v ! [v/x]M
Context
M !M 0
E[M ]! E[M 0]
where values are the  -abstractions and variables:
v ::=  x.M | x
Evaluation contexts are defined as
E ::= [ ] | EM | v E
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2.3.2.2 Type system
The typing rules for the Coppo-Dezani system are defined as follows, with the typing
judgment being represented as `CD:
!I
 ; x :  1 \ · · · \  n `CD M : ⌧
  `CD  x.M :  1 \ · · · \  n ! ⌧
\I
  `CD M :  1 · · ·   `CD M :  n
  `CD M :  1 \ · · · \  n
!E
  `CD M :  1 \ · · · \  n ! ⌧   `CD N :  1 \ · · · \  n
  `CD MN : ⌧
\E
 (x) =  1 \ · · · \  n
  `CD x :  i
This system is a true extension to the simply typed  -calculus. Using the rule [! I] is
possible to assign more than one type to a variable, and consequently the rule [! E]
allows more than one type for the term N .
Using the presented typing rules, the term  x.xx can be typed as follows:
!I
!E
\E
 (x) = (↵1 ! ↵2) \ ↵1
  `CD x : ↵1 ! ↵2
 (x) = (↵1 ! ↵2) \ ↵1
  `CD x : ↵1
\E
  `CD xx : ↵2
; `CD  x.xx : (↵1 ! ↵2) \ ↵1 ! ↵2
Although this system does not present subtyping relation, many intersection type
systems possess such feature. A survey of existing intersection type systems can be
found in [vB93].
2.3.2.3 Properties
The main properties of the Coppo-Dezani system proved in [CDC80] are the following:
• Subject reduction: if   `CD M :   and M ! N , then   `CD N :  ;
• Normalizability of typeable terms: if   `CD M :  , then M has a normal
form;
• Typeability of all terms in normal form;
• Closure for  -equality: if   `M :   and M =  N , then   `CD N :  ;
Note that the first two properties are common to the Damas-Milner ant the Simple
Type system, while the third and fourth do not hold for those systems.

Chapter 3
Refinement types
Traditional type systems describe the structure of values manipulated by functions.
Consider for example the function that computes the square of an integer value (assume
there is a built-in operator ⇤ in the language),  x.x ⇤ x. In the presence of a primitive
type int and assuming the operator ⇤ is a constant with type int ! int ! int we
have1:
Abs
App
App
Const
x : int ` ⇤ : int! int! int
Var
x : int ` x : int
x : int ` ⇤x : int! int
Var
x : int ` x : int
x : int ` x ⇤ x : int
; `  x.x ⇤ x : int! int
The type int ! int , derived for ( x.x ⇤ x), only states that this function expects an
integer value as argument and also returns an integer. This description fails at being
more specific about the functional behavior of this term: for instance, it could be of
much interest that we could express directly in the type language that the result is
always positive or zero. Assuming a primitive type pos, describing the values of the
set N0, we could have a derivation for:
; `  x.x ⇤ x : int! pos
which is a much more precise and useful type for this term.
Refinement type systems are a family of systems aimed at giving expressive types,
1We assume the existence of a Const rule to type constants.
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capable of describing what is the functional behavior of a term. We present here two
diﬀerent classes of systems with refined types: first, a system where the refinements are
at the level of algebraic data-types; then a system where type language is augmented
with logical predicates to filter the set of value a type can represent. For the latter,
we will give particular attention to a system that is particularly suited for inference of
such refinement types.
3.1 Refined algebraic data-types
3.1.1 Motivation
The first form of refinement type system is described in [FP91]. The idea behind this
type system is to conceive a system of subtypes for an ML-like language which pre-
serves the decidability of type checking and inference of the ML type discipline, while
providing a means for specification and inference of more precise type information.
As a motivating example, consider the following function (written in Standard ML)
that returns the last cell in a list:
datatype ↵ list = nil | cons of ↵ ⇤ ↵ list
fun lastcons ( last as cons(hd, nil )) = last
| lastcons (cons(hd, tl )) = lastcons tl
No compile time-error would be issued for this code, although it is known that for an
empty list the function lastcons would be undefined. The use of refinement types can
prevent such run-time errors, by issuing a compile-time error whenever this function
may be applied to an empty list. Similarly, for the following code:
case lastcons y of
cons(x, nil ) ) print x
the compiler would send a warning, since it considers the pattern matching is incom-
plete. But, since we know for sure lastcons will only return singleton lists, no other
case in the function lastcons would make sense. Refinement types can also be helpful
for eliminating unreachable cases.
Designing a system so expressive could easily lead to undecidable problems. In order to
prevent such risk, the programmer must explicitly supply information of subtype dis-
tinctions. For the previous examples, one needs to instruct the compiler to distinguish
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singleton lists from general lists:
datatype ↵ list = nil | cons of ↵ ⇤ ↵ list
rectype ↵ singleton = cons (↵, nil )
An inference process for this kind of refinement types was presented in [FP91] and
can be thought of as performing abstract interpretation over a programmer-specified
finite lattice of refinements of each ML type. Clearly, for maintaining decidability of
inference, finiteness is an important issue to consider. For the previous example of
singleton lists, type inference would have to perform abstract interpretation over the
following lattice:
↵ list
↵ singleton _ ↵ ?nil
↵ singleton ↵ ?nil
?
where ?nil stands for the type assigned to empty lists. This type is important for
the type inference process since it can distinguish singleton lists only if the element’s
tail is nil. Abstract interpretation would infer the following type for the constructor
cons:
cons : (↵ ⇤ ↵ ?nil) ! ↵ singleton ^
(↵ ⇤ ↵ singleton) ! ↵ list ^
(↵ ⇤ ↵ list) ! ↵ list
3.1.2 Type language
Refinement types are built from traditional ML types and recursive types using the
constructors 0^0 (intersection) and 0_0 (union). Both operators are used in a restricted
way: only intersection and union of refinement types of the same ML type are accepted.
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The grammar defining refinement types is the following:
refty ::= refty ^ refty | refty _ refty |
refty ! refty | ? |
< refty > mltyname |
< refty > reftyname |
reftyvar :: mltyvar
where the syntactic classes used are
mltyname datatype constructors name, such as list
mltyvar ML type variables, ranged by ↵
reftyvar refinement type variables, ranged by r↵, r 
reftyname refinements of datatypes name, such as singleton
Datatype lattices can be viewed as the behavior of intersection and union of refinements
of an ML type as well as a representation of the subtype relationship. As in most
systems featuring subtyping, refinement types respect the contravariance of functions
arguments:  1 ! ⌧1   2 ! ⌧2 if ⌧1  ⌧2 and  2   1. Although, to define a general
subtyping relation for refinement types, it is convenient to convert types to a class of
normal form types. For such purpose, we use the following rewriting rules:
⇢ ^ (  _ ⌧) ) (⇢ ^  ) _ (⇢ ^ ⌧)
(⇢ _  )! ⌧ ) (⇢! ⌧) ^ (  ! ⌧)
where ⇢,   and ⌧ represent refinement types. Also, if it holds that ⇢ =   _ ⌧ then ⇢
should always be written as   _ ⌧ . Applying these rules, refinement types will follow
the grammar
unf ::= inf | unf _ unf
inf ::= < unf > reftyname | inf ^ inf |
inf ! unf | reftyvar : mltyvar
with unf meaning union normal form and inf intersection normal form.
We can give now a definition for the subtype ordering    ⌧ , where   and ⌧ are unf
refinements of the same ML type. Two cases arise: either their common ML type
is a datatype or it is a function type. For the former, the subtype relationship is
determined by the partial order of the constructed lattice.
When the common ML type is a function type, the unf refinement types are a union
of inf refinement types  i and  j and the they are compared using the following rule:
 1 _ . . . _  n   01 _ . . . _  0m
if for each  i there is a  0j such that  i   0j
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which depends on how inf refinements of functional types are compared.
Consider an inf refinement for a function type and its argument. The refinement type
for the value of the function application can be computed as follows: if the function
has type   = (⇢1 ! ⌧1) ^ . . . ^ (⇢n ! ⌧n) and the argument has type ⇢, then the type
of their application is ^
{i|⇢⇢i}
⌧i
and is denoted as apptype( , ⇢). This definition can be used in the subtyping problem
for inf refinements of functional types. The relation     0, where
  = (⇢1 ! ⌧1) ^ . . . ^ (⇢n ! ⌧n)
and
 0 = (⇢01 ! ⌧ 01) ^ . . . ^ (⇢0m ! ⌧ 0m)
is defined as meaning, for all ⇢ in {⇢1, . . . , ⇢n, ⇢01, . . . , ⇢0m},
apptype( , ⇢)  apptype( 0, ⇢)
Finally, the system of refinement types also supports polymorphism, through a re-
stricted form of bounded quantification. Type schemes are defined as follows:
reftyscheme ::= inf |
8↵.reftyscheme |
8r↵ :: ↵.reftyscheme
The second and third clauses of the previous grammar deserve further explanation.
The second case stands for the quantification over ML type variables, very similar
to quantification in the ML type system. Such types can be considered as infinite
intersections of ML types: considering the ML type
8↵.↵! ↵
this can be understood as the intersection of
↵! ↵
for all possible instantiations of ↵.
The third clause represents quantification over a refinement type variable. For this
case, once the ML type variable is instantiated with an ML type, we can only in-
stantiate r↵ with refinements of that ML type. As an example, given the refinement
type
8↵.8r↵ :: ↵.r↵! r↵
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for the identity function, if we instantiate ↵ to ↵ list, instantiating the refinement
type variable would result in the refinement type
↵ list ! ↵ list ^
↵ singleton ! ↵ singleton ^
?nil ! ?nil ^
? ! ?
The process of instantiation implies that for a refinement type scheme there are only
finitely many types in the intersection, since an ML type has only finitely many
refinements. This is very important when it comes to preserve decidability of the
type system.
Refinement type schemes appear, during inference, when a let expression is under
analysis. This is very much similar to the inference process of the ML type system.
3.1.3 An example
We present a more involving example of how refinement type inference works. Consider
the ML datatype to represent natural numbers in binary codification:
datatype bitstr =
e | z of bitstr | o of bitstr
where e is used to construct an empty bitstring, z appends a zero as the least significant
digit and o appends a one as the least significant digit.
One desirable property at compile-time is that a bitstring never has a zero as the most
significant digit. To achieve this goal, we introduce two refinement types of bitstr:
rectype std = e | stdpos
and stpos = o(e)| z(stdpos) | o(stdpos)
where std is type of bitstrings in standard form (no zero in the most significant place)
and the type stdpos stands for positive natural numbers in this standard form. Using
this two rectype declarations, for the addition function
fun add e m = m
| add n e = n
| add (z n) (z m) = z(add n m)
| add (o n) (z m) = o(add n m)
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| add (z n) (o m) = o(add n m)
| add (o n) (o m) = z(add (add (o e) n) m)
the refinement type system can infer the following type:
?e ! ?e ! ?e ^
?e ! stdpos ! stdpos ^
?e ! std ! std ^
?e ! bitstr ! bitstr ^
stdpos ! ?e ! stdpos ^
stdpos ! stdpos ! stdpos ^
stdpos ! std ! stdpos ^
stdpos ! bitstr ! bitstr ^
std ! ?e ! std ^
std ! stdpos ! stdpos ^
std ! std ! std ^
std ! bitstr ! bitstr ^
bitstr ! ?e ! bitstr ^
bitstr ! stdpos ! bitstr ^
bitstr ! std ! bitstr ^
bitstr ! bitstr ! bitstr
which uses ?e to represent the type of empty bitstrings. This type confirms that
whenever two standard form bitstrings are given as parameters to add, this function
returns a standard form bitstring.
3.1.4 Type inference
Type inference procedure is presented in Figure 3.1. This inference procedure relies
on a first step to infer the proper ML type and then on a second pass of abstract
interpretation to infer the refinements of previously computed ML type. The target
language of this inference process is defined via the following grammar:
exp ::= x | exp exp |
 x.exp |
exp : refty |
let x = exp in exp |
fix x.exp
As in [FP91], we use the following convention for symbols in the inference algorithm:
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Inst
  ` x : C :: L if  (x) = S and C :: L is an instance of S
Appl
  ` e :
_
i
Ci :: L1 ! L2   ` e0 :
_
j
C 0j :: L1
  ` ee0 :
_
i,j
apptype(Ci, Cj) :: L2
Abs
 , x : Ci :: L1 ` e : Di :: L2 for each Ci that is a refinement of L1
  `  x.e :
^
i
(Ci ! Di) :: L1 ! L2
Let
  ` e1 :
_
i
Ci :: L1 ( , x : (close( , Ci :: L1)) ` e2 : Di :: L2) for each Ci
  ` let x = e1 in e2 :
_
i
Di :: L2
Restrict
  ` e : D :: L D  D0
  ` (e : D0) : D0 :: L
Fix1
  ` LOOP(f, y.e,?, L)
Fix2
  ` LOOP(f, y.e, C1, L)  , f : C1 :: L `  y.e : C2 :: L
  ` LOOP(f, y.e, C2, L)
Fix3
  ` LOOP(f, y.e, C, L)  , f : C :: L `  y.e : C :: L
  ` fixf. y.e : C :: L
Figure 3.1: Type inference as a deductive system.
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e, e0 expressions
x, f ML variables
C refinement type in inf
D refinement type in unf
L ML type
  typing context
S refinement type scheme
The notation   ` e : D :: L is used to indicate that under the typing context  , the
expression e has refinement type D which is in turn a refinement of the ML type L.
The inference process uses the auxiliary judgment LOOP to compute successive ap-
proximations to the refinement type of recursive functions until it reaches a fixpoint.
This operation always terminates, since the number of refinements for an ML type is
finite.
In the rule Let, we use the function close( , C :: L). This function behaves much like
the type closure presented for Damas-Milner type system: it returns a type scheme
which is the generalization of the free type variables in C and L that are not free in  .
Considering the traditional call-by-value operational semantics for ML, the following
theorem states that the inference process of Figure 3.1 is sound:
Theorem 3.1.1 (Soundness of refinement type inference) If   ` M : D :: L
and e reduces to v, then   ` v : D0 :: L for some D0  D.
Proof. By induction on the reduction relation.
3.2 Logical refinements
An other form of refinement type system consists in augmenting the type language
so types can be annotated with logical assertions. Consider for instance the following
OCaml program that computes the division of two integer values:
let div x y = x / y;;
The OCaml inference engine infers for div the type
int ! int ! int
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Although the previous type states that for any two integer arguments the function div
will return an integer value, it is well known that this function is not defined when
y = 0.
Using a more expressive type system, instead of assigning the second argument of
div the type int, we could specify that this function is defined only when the second
argument is a value belonging to Z\{0}.
A refinement type of the form {x : B |  } stands for the set of terms M of basic type
B (such as integers or booleans), such that the formula [M/x]  holds. As an example,
we could represent the integer values from 0 to 5 as
{x : int | x   0 ^ x  5}
The div function can now be assigned the type
x : int ! {y : int | y 6= 0}! int
We present a refinement type system closely following the one presented in [Fla06,
KF10].
3.2.1 Syntax
The set of terms considered for this system will be the set of  -terms extended with
constants:
M,N ::= x |  x : S. M |MN | c
v ::=  x : S. M | c
The type language is the great novelty of this kind of type systems:
S, T ::= x : S ! T | {x : B |  }
B ::= Int | Bool
Dependent function types [Car88] are introduced using the syntax x : S ! T , meaning
that S is the domain type of the function and that the formal parameter x may occur
inside the co-domain type T . An equivalent syntax is ⇧x : S. T .
Base refinement types are types of the form
{x : B |  }
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where x is a bound variable of basic type B that can appear inside the refinement
predicate  . For simplicity, we consider in this language that B ranges over the basic
types Int and Bool. A computational understanding of basic refinement types is that
the type {x : B | } denotes the set of constants c of type B that satisfy the expression
  i.e., for which the term [c/x]  evaluates to true. Basic types can then be though of
as the basic refinement type {x : B | true}
The set of constants c includes arithmetic operators (as primitive functions), literal and
boolean integers and symbols for if-then-else structures and a fixpoint operator.
The types of constants are very precise and should clearly encode their semantics, like
the following:
true : {b : Bool | b}
, : b1 : Bool! b2 : Bool! {b : Bool | b, (b1 , b2)}
n : {x : Int | x = n}
+ : n : Int! m : Int! {z : Int | z = n+m}
+n : m : Int! {z : Int | z = n+m}
= : n : Int! m : Int! {b : Bool | b, (n = m)}
ifT : Bool! T ! T ! T
fixT : (T ! T )! T
A basic constant is a constant whose type is a base refinement type. For example, the
type of an integer n denotes the singleton set {x : Int | x = n}.
A primitive function type is a constant with functional type. An example is the
addition operator +, with type
n : Int! m : Int! {z : Int | z = n+m}
3.2.2 Operational semantics
The operational semantics for terms is defined via the reduction relation M ! N ,
meaning that M reduces to N in a single reduction step. The relation !⇤ is the
reflexive-transitive closure of !.
The reduction rules are those of the simply type  -calculus, except for the application
of a constant to a term:
E- 
( x : S. M)v ! [v/x]M
E-Prim
c M ! JcK(M)
E-Compat
M ! N
C[M ]! C[N ]
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with evaluation contexts being defined as
C ::= [ ] | C M | v C
The rule [E-Prim] evaluates applications when constants are in function position.
This rule relies on the partial function
J·K· : Constant ⇥ Term * Term
that maps a pair of a constant (more specifically a primitive function) and a term to
the corresponding semantics. For example:
J+K(3) = +3J+3K(4) = 7
3.2.3 Type system
The typing rules for this refinement type system are shown in Figure 3.2. Three
diﬀerent judgments are presented in these typing rules: judgment   `M : T checks
that the term M has type T under the typing context  ; judgment   ` T checks T
is a well-formed type under  ; and judgment   ` S <: T checks that S is a subtype
of T under  . The judgment   ` T is crucial for the formation of refinement types,
since it prevents that unbound variables appear inside refinement predicates.
The rules defining judgment   `M : T are mostly straightforward, except for the rule
[T-App]. This rule conforms to the dependent type discipline and all occurrences of
x in the refinement predicates of T are substituted for N . As usual, bound variables
can be ↵-renamed and a variable is bound at most once inside a typing context.
The subtyping relation is what deserves most explanation: to express the correct
subtyping relation between two base refinement types we use the auxiliary judgment
  ` M ) N . This implication holds if whenever the term M evaluates to true then
N also evaluates to true. In turn, this relation is defined via consistent substitutions
with the typing context  . More precisely, a substitution   (mapping variables to
terms) is either empty (denoted by ;, being consistent only with the empty typing
context); or   is of the form [v/x];  0 meaning that x is substituted by v and  0 is the
remaining of the substitution. For this last case,   will be consistent with a context
of the form x : T ;  if v is a value of type T and  0 is consistent with [v/x] , i.e.
the substitution is propagated to the right hand-side of the typing context. The rule
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T-Sub
  `M : S   ` S <: T   ` T
  `M : T
T-Var
 (x) = T
  ` x : T
T-Fun
 ; x : S `M : T   ` S
  `  x : S.M : (x : S ! T )
T-App
  `M : (x : S ! T )   ` N : S
  `MN : [N/x]T
T-Const
  ` c : ty(c)
S-Arrow
  ` T1 <: S1  ; x : T1 ` S2 <: T2
  ` (x : S1 ! S2) <: (x : T1 ! T2)
S-Base
 ; x : B `M ) N
  ` {x : B |M} <: {x : B |N}
Imp
8 .(  |=   and  (M)!⇤ true implies  (N)!⇤ true)
  `M ) N
CS-Empty
; |= ;
CS-Ext
; ` v : T [v/x]  |=  
x : T ;  |= [v/x];  
Figure 3.2: Refinement typing rules.
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CS-Ext from Figure 3.2 captures this behavior. As an example, consider the types
{x : Int | x > 0} and {x : Int | x   0} and the judgment
; ` {x : Int | x > 0} <: {x : Int | x   0}
The previous holds from the validity of the implication
x : Int ` (x > 0)) (x   0)
The use of arbitrary boolean terms as refinement predicates is the source of undecid-
ability for this system. Checking implication between arbitrary expressions is known
to be an undecidable problem, and so this system is undecidable both for type checking
and type inference.
To conclude this presentation, we state type safety for the refinement type system, as
well as the necessary auxiliary lemmas and definitions:
Definition 3.2.1 (Types of constants) For each c 2 Constant :
• c has a well-formed type, formally ; ` ty(c);
• If c is a primitive function then it cannot get stuck and its operational behavior
is compatible with its type, i.e.
– if   ` c v : T , then JcK(v) is defined
– if   ` c M : T and JcK(M) is defined, then   ` JcK(M) : T .
• If c is a basic constant then it is a member of its type, which is a singleton type,
i.e.
– if ty(c) = {x : B |M}, then [c/x]M !⇤ true
– if ty(c) = {x : B |M}, then 8c0 2 Constant .[c0/x]M !⇤ true implies c = c0.
Lemma 3.2.1 (Weakening) If
  =  1; 2
 0 =  1; x : P ; 2
then:
1. if  0 |=  ; [v/x] then   |=  ;
2. if   `M ) N then  0 `M ) N ;
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3. if   ` S <: T then  0 ` S <: T ;
4. if   ` T then  0 ` T ;
5. if   `M : T then  0 `M : T .
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the antecedent judgments.
Lemma 3.2.2 (Narrowing) If
 1 ` P <: Q
  =  1; x : Q; 2
 0 =  1; x : P ; 2
then:
1. if  0 |=   then   |=  ;
2. if   `M ) N then  0 `M ) N ;
3. if   ` S <: T then  0 ` S <: T ;
4. if   ` T then  0 ` T ;
5. if   `M : T then  0 `M : T .
Proof. By simultaneous induction on typing derivations.
Lemma 3.2.3 (Reflexive-transitive subtyping) Subtyping is reflexively-transitively
closed:
•   ` T <: T ;
• If   ` T1 <: T2 and   ` T2 <: T3, then   ` T1 <: T3.
Proof. By induction on typing derivations.
Lemma 3.2.4 (Substitution) If
 1 ` v : S
✓ = [v/x]
  =  1; x : S; 2
 0 =  1; ✓( 2)
then:
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1. if  0 |=  1;  2 then   |=  1; [ 1(v)/x];  2;
2. if   `M ) N then  0 ` ✓(M)) ✓(N);
3. if   ` T1 <: T2 then  0 ` ✓(T1) <: ✓(T2);
4. if   ` T then  0 ` ✓(T );
5. if   `M : T then  0 ` ✓(M) : ✓(T ).
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the typing derivations.
Lemma 3.2.5 (Canonical forms) If ; ` v : (x : T1 ! T2), then either
• v =  x : S.M and ; ` T1 <: S and x : S `M : T2, or
• v is a constant and ty(c) is a subtype of x : T1 ! T2.
Theorem 3.2.1 (Subject reduction) If   `M : T and M ! N , then   ` N : T .
Proof. By induction on the derivation   `M : T , using the substitution lemma when
a term is reducible via [E- ] rule.
Theorem 3.2.2 (Progress) Every well-typed, closed normal form is a value, i.e.
; `M : T and M 6! N then M is a value.
Proof. By induction on the derivation ; ` M : T , using the lemma of canonical
forms.
3.3 Liquid Types
As seen in the previous section, type checking and inferring refinement types is un-
decidable, due to the use of arbitrary boolean formulas as refinement expressions.
But, since refinement types can become excessively verbose it is of much interest
to conceive refinement type systems with the necessary restrictions so that inference
becomes decidable.
The system of Liquid Types (Logically Qualified Data Types) [RKJ08] is a type system
suitable for automatically infer precise refinement types. The idea behind Liquid
Types is the combination of Damas-Milner type inference and the technique of pred-
icate abstraction. The processes of type checking and inference expect as input a
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term and a set of logical qualifiers Q, simple boolean predicates over the program
variables, the special value variable ⌫ and the variable placeholder ?. Liquid Types
are then refinement types where the refinement predicates are conjunctions of the
logical qualifiers.
This system is decidable for type checking and type inference for three reasons:
• compared to a general refinement type system, the notion of subtyping used by
Liquid Types is conservative, hence decidable;
• a term M has a valid Liquid Type derivation only if it has a valid ML type
derivation i.e., the Liquid Type assigned to M is a refinement of its ML type;
• certain expressions ( -abstractions, if-then-else expressions) must be assigned
Liquid Types, so the space of possible types is bounded.
As an example of how Liquid Types inference proceeds, consider the following OCaml
program computing the maximum between two integer values:
let max x y =
if x > y then x else y
For this program, OCaml would infer
max : int ! int ! int
Consider as well the set of qualifiers Q = {0  ⌫, ?  ⌫, ⌫ < ?, ⌫ < len ?} (we will
always use Q to refer to the set of qualifiers used by the Liquid Type system). The
Liquid Type inference engine will operate over the set Q?, which stands for the set Q
where ? is instantiated by some program variable. For the given Q, a possible Q? is
{0  ⌫, x  ⌫, y  ⌫, k  ⌫, ⌫ < n, ⌫ < len a}. So, for the max program and with the
given Q, Liquid Types system is able to infer
max : x : {⌫ : Int | true}! y : {⌫ : Int | true}! {⌫ : Int | (x  ⌫) ^ (y  ⌫)}
3.3.1 Syntax
The syntax of terms and type language is shown in Figure 3.3. The target language
is the same as for the ML type system, plus constants, an if-then-else constructor
and explicit notation for recursive functions.
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M,N ::= x | c |  x.M |MN | if E thenM elseN |
let x = M inN | let rec f =  x.M inN |
[⇤↵]M | [⌧ ]M
v ::= x |  x.M
Q ::= true | q | Q ^Q
B ::= Int | Bool
T(B) ::= {⌫ : B | B} | x : T(B)! T(B) | ↵
S(B) ::= T(B) | 8↵.S(B)
⌧,   ::= T(true), S(true)
T, S ::= T(E), S(E)
Tˆ , Sˆ ::= T(Q), S(Q)
Figure 3.3: Syntax for Liquid Types.
As for the previously seen general refinement type system, the set of basic types are
integers and booleans. The possible refinements of a Liquid Type are represented
by the syntactical category Q, which is either a single qualifier from Q (represented
by q), a conjunction of qualifiers or the refinement true. The syntactical categories
T(B) and S(B) stand for, respectively, types and types schemes skeletons. Types that
can emerge during the process of type-checking are obtained by instantiating B with
diﬀerent sets of refinement expressions: ⌧ and   stand for, respectively, types and type
schemes containing all refinements equal to true, and so represent ML types and type
schemes; B instantiated to E (which denotes arbitrary boolean expressions) results in
general refinement types, represented by T and S; Liquid Types and Liquid Types
schemes are obtained when one uses only conjunctions of qualifiers from Q and are
represented in Figure 3.3 by Tˆ and Sˆ.
The set of constants is much similar to the one described for the general refinement type
system. Each constant has a refinement type that precisely captures their semantics.
3.3.2 Operational semantics
The operational semantics for Liquid Types resembles very much the one presented for
the general refinement type system. The reduction rules are presented in Figure 3.4.
The main diﬀerence lies on the use of J·K: Liquid Types system consider it as an
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E- 
( x.M)v ! [v/x]M
E-Prim
c M ! JcK(M) E-If-Trueif true then M else N !M
E-If-False
if false then M else N ! N
E-Let
let x = v in M ! [v/x]M
E-Compat
M ! N
C[M ]! C[N ]
Figure 3.4: Liquid Types system small-step operational semantics.
embedding of terms into the decidable logic of equality, uninterpreted functions and
linear arithmetic [Nel80]. This embedding is done by encoding literals and primitive
functions to corresponding terms in the logic, and encoding other terms (such as  -
abstractions or applications) with uninterpreted functions.
Evaluation contexts are defined as follows:
C ::= [ ] | C M | v C | if C thenM elseN | let x = C inM
3.3.3 Type system
Typing rules for Liquid Types system are presented in Figure 3.5. Three diﬀerent
judgments are presented:
• Well-formedness   ` S, stating that the refinement type schema S is well-
formed under the type environment  ;
• Subtype judgment   ` S1 <: S2, stating that the refinement type scheme S1
is a subtype of scheme S2 under  ;
• Liquid type judgment   `Q M : S, stating that, using the qualifiers Q, term
M has type scheme S under  .
Some points from the typing judgment worth a particular explanation. The rule LT-
Var-B is used when the type of the variable is a basic refined type. In this case, we
ignore the refinement expression E and end up using only ⌫ = x. The rule LT-App
presents a substitution on the type of the application. This substitution conforms
to the dependent types theory, and forces the formal parameter of the function to
be substituted inside the refinement expressions of T by the concreted parameter N .
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LT-Sub
  `Q M : S1   `Q S1 <: S2   `Q S2
  `Q M : S2
LT-Var-B
 (x) = {⌫ : B | E}
  `Q x : {⌫ : B | ⌫ = x}
LT-Var
 (x) not a base type
  `Q x :  (x)
LT-App
  `Q M : (x : Tx ! T )   `Q N : Tx
  `Q MN : [N/x]T
LT-Fun
 ; x : Tˆx `Q M : Tˆ   `Q (x : Tˆx ! Tˆ )
  `Q  x.M : (x : Tˆx ! Tˆ )
LT-Const
  `Q c : ty(c)
LT-Let
  `Q M : S1  ; x : S1 `Q N : Tˆ   ` Tˆ
  `Q let x = M in N : Tˆ
LT-If
  `Q E : bool  ;E `Q M : Tˆ  ;¬E `Q N : Tˆ   ` Tˆ
  `Q if E thenM elseN : Tˆ
LT-Gen
  `Q M : S ↵ 62  
  ` [⇤↵]M : 8↵.S
LT-Inst
  `Q M : 8↵.S   `Q Tˆ Shape(Tˆ ) = ⌧
  `Q [⌧ ]M : [Tˆ /↵]S
Dec-<:-Base
Valid(J K ^ JE1K) JE2K)
  ` {⌫ : B | E1} <: {⌫ : B | E2}
Dec-<:-Fun
  ` T 0x <: Tx  ; x : T 0x ` T <: T 0
  ` (x : Tx ! T ) <: (x : T 0x ! T 0)
<:-Var
  ` ↵ <: ↵
<:-Poly
  ` S1 <: S2
  ` 8↵.S1 <: 8↵.S2
WT-Base
 ; ⌫ : B ` E : bool
  ` {⌫ : B | E}
WT-Var
  ` ↵
WT-Fun
 ; x : Tx ` T
  ` (x : Tx ! T )
WT-Poly
  ` S
  ` 8↵.S
Figure 3.5: Typing rules for Liquid Types.
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Finally, rule LT-Inst presents the function Shape(·), which takes a Liquid Type as
argument and returns the corresponding the ML type, i. e. the same type but with
refinement expressions equal to true.
To avoid the undecidability problems of checking subtyping between refinement types,
Liquid Types system uses the rule [Dec-<:-Base]. A base refinement type {⌫ : B |E1}
is a subtype of {⌫ : B | E2} if the predicate Valid(J K ^ JE1K ) JE2K) returns true.
Operationally, this rule indicates that under the type assumptions of   and E1 the
predicate E2 holds. The embedding of a typing context   into the decidable logic is
defined as follows:
J K ⌘^{E | E 2  } ^^{J[x/⌫]EK | x : {⌫ : B | E} 2  }
As an example, the subtyping relation x : int; y : int; x > y ` {⌫ = x} <: {x 
⌫ ^ y  ⌫} holds as the following implication is valid in the decidable logic:
((true ^ true ^ x > y) ^ (⌫ = x))) (x  ⌫ ^ y  ⌫)
3.3.4 Properties
To state type safety of the Liquid Types system, we assume variables are bound at
most once in any typing context, using the traditional ↵-renaming of bound variables
if necessary. Directly stating subject reduction for the judgment   `Q M : S would
fail since the conservative subtyping relation makes it hard to prove a substitution
lemma. So, the proof of safety for Liquid Types proceeds in two steps: first, we define
an exact version of the type system with judgment   ` M : S, whose rules use an
undecidable subtyping notion (defined via consistent substitutions, as in the rules of
Figure 3.2); then, we state weakening, narrowing and substitution lemmas for the
undecidable system, obtaining subject reduction and progress results for that system;
finally, we show that the decidable type system over approximates the undecidable
one i.e., if   `Q M : S then   `M : S.
A slightly diﬀerent definition for the type of constants is needed in order prove the
results of subject reduction and progress. Also, we define a relation between the
encoding of subtyping implications into the decidable logic and subtype checking using
consistent substitutions:
Definition 3.3.1 (Type of constants) For each c 2 Constant :
• c has a well-formed type, formally ; ` ty(c);
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• If ty(c) is x : T1 ! T2, then for all values v such that ; ` v : T1, JcK(v) is defined
and, ; ` JcK(v) : [v/x]T2;
• If ty(c) is {⌫ : B |M}, then M ⌘ ⌫ = c.
Definition 3.3.2 (Embedding) The embedding J·K is defined as a map from expres-
sions and environments to formulas in a decidable logic such that for all  ,M,N , if
  `M : bool,   ` N : bool, Valid(J K ^ JMK) JNK), then   `M ) N .
Theorem 3.3.1 (Overapproximation) If   `Q M : S, then   `M : S.
Proof. By induction on derivation   `Q M : S, using definition 3.3.2.
Theorem 3.3.2 (Subject reduction) If   `M : S and M ! N , then   ` N : S.
Proof. By induction on the derivation   `M : S, using the substitution lemma.
Theorem 3.3.3 (Progress) If ; ` M : S and M is not a value, then there exists a
N such that M ! N .
Proof. By induction on the derivation ; `M : S.
3.3.5 Liquid Type inference
The Liquid Types inference algorithm proceeds in three steps:
1. since every refinement type is a refinement of the correspondent ML type, Liquid
Types invoke Damas-Milner inference to infer the types of sub terms and create
templates for the (still) unknown refinement expressions;
2. following the typing rules of Figure 3.5 a set of constraints is generated, which
will have a solution only if the term has a valid Liquid Type derivation.
3. finally, the algorithm uses the set Q to solve the constraints, using a similar
technique to predicate abstraction.
A template is a Liquid Type refining a valid ML type but where the refinement
predicates are replaced with liquid type variables, representing unknown expressions.
For instance, for the term  x.   x representing the negation function, Damas-Milner
type inference would infer the type int ! int. Liquid Types would generate the
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Cons( , x) = if HM(Shape( ), x) = B then ({⌫ : B | ⌫ = x}, ;)
else ( (x), ;)
Cons( , c) = (ty(c), ;)
Cons( ,M1M2) = let (x : Fx ! F, C1) = Cons( ,M1) in
let (F 0x, C2) = Cons( ,M2) in
([M2/x]F, C1 [ C2 [ {  ` F 0x <: Fx})
Cons( , x.M) = let (x : Fx ! F ) = Fresh(HM(Shape( ), x.M)) in
let (F 0, C) = Cons( ; x : Fx,M) in
(x : Fx ! F, C [ {  ` x : Fx ! F}[
{ ; x : Fx `Q F 0 <: F})
Cons( , ifM thenN1 elseN2) = let F =
Fresh(HM(Shape( ), ifM thenN1 elseN2)) in
let ( , C1) = Cons( ,M) in
let (F2, C2) = Cons( ;M,N1) in
let (F3, C3) = Cons( ;¬M,N2) in
(F, C1 [ C2 [ C3 [ {  ` F}[
{ ;M ` F2 <: F} [ { ;¬M ` F3 <: F})
Cons( , let x = M inN) = let F = Fresh(HM(Shape( ), let x = M inN)) in
let (F1, C1) = Cons( ,M) in
let (F2, C2) = Cons( ; x : F1, N) in
(F, C1 [ C2 [ {  ` F} [ { ; x : F1 ` F2 <: F})
Cons( , [⇤↵]M) = let (F, C) = Cons( ,M) in
(8↵.F, C)
Cons( , [⌧ ]M) = let F = Fresh(⌧) in
let (8↵.F 0, C) = Cons( ,M) in
([F/↵]F 0, C [ {  ` F})
Figure 3.6: Liquid Type constraints generation algorithm.
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Weaken(  ` {⌫ : B | ✓ · k}, A) =
A[k 7! {q|q 2 A(k)} and Shape( ); ⌫ : B ` ✓ · q : bool}]
Weaken(  ` {⌫ : B | ⇢} <: {⌫ : B | ✓ · k}) =
A[k 7! {q|q 2 A(k)} and JA( )K ^ JA(⇢)K) J✓ · qK}]
Weaken( ) = Failure
Solve(C, A) =
if exists c 2 C such that A(c) is not valid
then Solve(C,Weaken(c, A)) else A
Infer( ,M,Q) =
let (F, C) = Cons( ,M) in
let A = Solve(Split(C), k.Inst( ,M,Q)) in
A(F )
Figure 3.7: Constraint solving algorithm.
template x : {⌫ : int | k1} ! {⌫ : int | k2}, where k1 and k2 serve as placeholders for
future refinement expressions.
Constraint generation algorithm is presented in Figure 3.6. This algorithm traverses
terms in a syntax-directed manner, generating subtyping and well-formedeness con-
straints. Well-formedeness constraints are of the form   ` F , stating that the possible
refinement expressions of template F should only contain program variables bounded
by  . Subtyping constraints are of the form   ` F1 <: F2, which ensure that the
subtype relation for templates F1 and F2 can be checked using appropriate subsump-
tion rules. The algorithm divides the set of terms into those whose types can be
computed from the typing context and types of sub-terms, and those whose types
can only be constructed from freshly generated templates. For the first category we
include variables, constants, function applications and polymorphic generalizations.
The second one contains  -abstractions, if-then-else constructor, let-bindings and
polymorphic instantiations. These last terms represent the ones for which one needs
to previously call Damas-Milner inference, using function HM(·), and generate fresh
templates, using the function Fresh(·) (Fresh(·) can be lifted to typing contexts).
Constraint solving algorithm is presented in Figure 3.7. A central notion to this
algorithm is that of Liquid Type Assignment : a Liquid Type Assignment A over a set
of logical qualifiers Q is a map from liquid type variables to conjunctions of predicates
from Q. Using the notion of Liquid Type Assignment, we describe now how the solving
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process works:
• for all generated templates, liquid types are assigned the conjunction of all
qualifiers from Q⇤, denoted as Inst( ,M,Q) and defined as
{q | q 2 Q? and FV(q) ✓ {⌫} [ Var( ) [ Var(M)}
where Var( ) and Var(M) are the set of variables from   and M , respectively.
• the Solve(·, ·) function repeatedly picks a constraint that is not satisfied by
the current assignment of qualifiers from Q? to liquid type variables, and calls
Weaken(·, ·) to remove the qualifiers that prevent the constraint from holding.
Weakening works via the following criteria:
– for unsatisfied constraints of the form   ` {⌫ : B | ✓ · k}, Weaken(·, ·)
removes from the assignment for k all the qualifiers q such that the ML
type of ✓ · q (the result of applying the substitution ✓ to q, following the
conclusion of rule [LT-App]) cannot be checked to be bool under context
Shape( ); ⌫ : B;
– for   ` {⌫ : B |⇢} <: {⌫ : B |✓ ·k}, Weaken(·, ·) removes from the assignment
for k all the logical qualifiers q such that the implication JA( )K^JA(⇢)K)J✓ · qK is not valid in the decidable logic;
– if the constraint is of the form   ` {⌫ : B | ⇢} <: {⌫ : B |M}, then all the
inference process fails.
We show how the inference algorithm proceeds to infer the type of the max. The target
program is
let max x y =
if x > y then x else y
and the selected set of qualifiers is
Q = {0  ⌫, ?  ⌫, ⌫ < ?, ⌫ < len ?}
The algorithm begins by invoking Damas-Milner inference engine, which returns the
type int ! int ! int. For this type, Fresh(·) generates the template x : {⌫ :
int | kx} ! y : {⌫ : int | ky} ! {⌫ : int | k}, where kx, ky and k are liquid types
variables representing the unknown refinements for the formals x, y and the body of
max, respectively. We will write x : kx ! y : ky ! k for simplicity.
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The second step of the algorithm is to generated the set of subtyping and well-
formedness constraints. As the body of max is an if-then-else expression, Liquid
Types system generates the following constraints:
x : kx; y : ky; (x > y) ` {⌫ = x} <: k (3.1)
x : kx; y : ky;¬(x > y) ` {⌫ = x} <: k (3.2)
Constraint (3.1) (respectively (3.2)) states that when x and y have the types kx and
ky, respectively, and x > y holds (resp. ¬(x > y)) should be a subtype of the if body
(resp. else), k.
Finally, the liquid types are assigned the conjunctions of qualifiers in Q?; being
iteratively removed those that make any constraint unsatisfiable. For the case of
max, we can only assign kx and ky the refinement true, since none of the generated
constraints limits their acceptable types. For k, the algorithm (possibly using an
automatic theorem prover) infers that the strongest solution for k that satisfies both
constraints is x  ⌫ ^ y  ⌫. The Liquid Type inferred for max is then
max : x : {⌫ : int | true}! y : {⌫ : int | true}! {⌫ : int | (x  ⌫) ^ (y  ⌫)}
To conclude the presentation of Liquid Type system, we state the correctness and
completeness of Liquid Types inference algorithm.
Theorem 3.3.4 (Termination) Infer( ,M,Q) terminates.
Proof. Follows by the termination property of Damas-Milner inference and the fact
the set Q is finite.
Definition 3.3.3 (Minimum solution of liquid assignment) For two liquid as-
signments A and A0, we say that A  A0 if for all liquid variables k, the set of logical
qualifiers A(k) contains the set of logical qualifiers A0(k). For C, a set of constraints,
A⇤ is the minimum solution over Q if
• A⇤(C) is valid;
• for each A over Q, if A(C) then A⇤  A.
Theorem 3.3.5 (Constraint generation) For every typing context   and term M
such that Cons( ,M) = (F, C),   `Q M : S iﬀ there is an assignment A over Q to
liquid type variables such that A(F ) = S and A(C) is valid.
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Proof. Only if ()): by induction on the derivation   `Q M : S.
If ((): by structural induction over M .
Theorem 3.3.6 (Constraint solving) For every set of constraints C and qualifiers
Q,
1. if Solve(C, k.Q) returns A, then A is the minimum solution for C over Q;
2. if Solve(C, k.Q) returns Failure, then C has no solution over Q.
Proof. 1. By induction over n, where n is the number of iterations of the loop in
Solve(·, ·);
2. Supposing Solve(·, ·) fails, but that there is a valid solution A for C over Q, we
know there is a minimum solution A⇤ over Q and A  A0. The only situation
Solve(·, ·) may fail is when the constraint is of the form   `Q b ) e, where b is
either an expression or a liquid variable with a substitution, and
JA( )K ^ JA(b)K 6) JeK
Now, as A  A⇤, we have
JA( )K) JA⇤( )KJA(b)K) JA⇤(b)K
and therefore, JA⇤( )K ^ JA⇤(b)K 6) JeK
This contradicts the definition of minimum solution, and so there is no valid
solution for C over Q.
Corollary 3.3.1 (Soundness of inference) If Infer( ,M,Q) = S, then   `Q M : S.
Corollary 3.3.2 (Completeness of inference) If Infer( ,M,Q) = Failure, then
there is no S such that   `Q M : S.
Corollaries 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 follow as corollaries of theorems 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 and the
definition of minimum solution.

Chapter 4
Liquid Intersection Types
Here we present the main theoretical core of our original work. Last chapters contained
a detailed description of related work. This level of detail is necessary because our work
directly extends and uses the previous work in several ways: we define a new system
which joins intersection types [vB93] with refinement types [KF10]. This was done
before for datatypes (as presented in last chapter) but here we define such extension
as a type derivation system for functional types. The work presented in this and the
following chapter was partially presented in [PAF14a] and [PAF14b].
4.1 Syntax
Our target language is the  -calculus extended with constants and local bindings via
the let constructor. We assume the Barendregt convention regarding names of free
and bound variables [Bar84], and identify terms modulo ↵-equivalence. The syntax of
expressions and types is presented in Figure 4.1.
The set of constants of our language is a countable alphabet of constants c, including
literals and primitive functions. We assume for primitive functions the existence of
at least arithmetic operators, a fixpoint combinator fix and an identifier representing
if-then-else expressions. The type of constants is established using a mapping ty(c),
assigning a refined type that captures the semantic of each constant. For instance, to
an integer literal n it would be assigned the type {⌫ : int | ⌫ = n}.
We use ⇠⌧ (R) and ⇠ (R) to denote pretypes and pretype schemes, respectively (this
notion of pretypes goes back to [OT12]), which stand for type variables, basic and
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M,N ::= Terms:
| x variable
| c constant
|  x.M abstraction
| MN application
| let x = M in N let-binding
| [⇤↵]M type abstraction
| [⌧ ]M type instantiation
  ::= Liquid refinements:
| q qualifier from Q
| > true (empty refinement)
B ::= Base types :
| int integers
| bool booleans
⇠
⌧ (R) ::= Pretype skeleton
| {⌫ : B | R} base refined type
| x : ⇠⌧ (R)! ⇠⌧ (R) function
| ⇠⌧ (R) \ ⇠⌧ (R) intersection
| ↵ type variable
⇠
 (R) ::= Pretype scheme skeleton :
| ⇠⌧ (R) mono pretype
| 8↵.⇠ (R) pretype scheme
T ::= Simple types:
| B basic type
| ↵ type variable
| T1 ! T2 functional type
·
⌧(R), · (R) ::= ⇠⌧ (R) :: T, ⇠ (R) :: T Well-founded pretype, scheme
⌧,   ::=
·
⌧(E),
·
 (E) Refinement Intersection Type, Scheme
⌧ˆ ,  ˆ ::=
·
⌧( ),
·
 ( ) Liquid Intersection Type, Scheme
  ::= Environment:
| ; empty
|  ; x :   new binding
Figure 4.1: Syntax for Liquid Intersection Types system.
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functional refined types, intersection of pretypes and polymorphic pretypes. The
parameter R is used to represented the diﬀerent sets to which a refinement expression
can belong. The notation x : ⌧1 ! ⌧2 will be preferred over the usual ⇧(x : ⌧1).⌧2
for functional dependent types, meaning that variable x may occur in the refinement
expressions present in ⌧2. An intersection in pretypes (denoted by \) indicates that
a term with type ⇠⌧ 1(R) \ ⇠⌧ 2(R) has both type ⇠⌧ 1(R) and ⇠⌧ 2(R), respecting the
possible refinement predicates figuring in these types. We assume the 0\0 operator is
commutative, associative and idempotent.
A well-founded pretype (resp. well-founded type scheme) is a pretype ⇠⌧ (R) (resp.
⇠
 (R)) for such that ⇠⌧ (R) :: T (resp. ⇠ (R) :: T ), for some T (T stands for simple types
for the rest of the thesis). The well-founded relation ⇠ (R) :: T is inductively defined
by:
::-Var
↵ :: ↵
::-Fun⇠
⌧ x(R) :: Tx ⇠⌧ (R) :: T
(x :
⇠
⌧ x(R)! ⇠⌧ (R)) :: Tx ! T
::-Ref
{⌫ : B | R} :: B
::-8⇠
 (R) :: T
8↵.⇠ (R) :: T
::-\ ⇠
⌧ 1(R) :: T
⇠
⌧ 2(R) :: T
⇠
⌧ 1(R) \ ⇠⌧ 2(R) :: T
Using this relation guarantees that intersection of types are at the refinement expres-
sions only, i.e. for ⇠⌧ 1(R) \ ⇠⌧ 2(R) both ⇠⌧ 1(R) and ⇠⌧ 2(R) are of the same form, solely
diﬀering in the refinement predicates. As an example, we use it to guarantee that
({⌫ : int | ⌫   0} ! {⌫ : int | ⌫   0}) \ ({⌫ : int | ⌫  0} ! {⌫ : int | ⌫  0}) is a
well-founded type:
::-Fun
::-Ref
{⌫ : int | ⌫   0} :: int
::-Ref
{⌫ : int | ⌫   0} :: int
(x : {⌫ : int | ⌫   0}! {⌫ : int | ⌫   0}) :: int ! int
::-Ref
{⌫ : int | ⌫  0} :: int
::-Ref
{⌫ : int | ⌫  0} :: int
(x : {⌫ : int | ⌫  0}! {⌫ : int | ⌫  0}) :: int ! int
::-Fun
(x : {⌫ : int | ⌫   0}! {⌫ : int | ⌫   0}) \ (x : {⌫ : int | ⌫  0}! {⌫ : int | ⌫  0}) :: int! int
::-\
We present our type language parameterized by the possible set of refinement expres-
sions. A Liquid Intersection Type (resp. Scheme) is a well-founded pretype (resp.
scheme) where R is instantiated with an expression from Q, denoted using ⌧ˆ (resp.
 ˆ). On the other hand, if R is replaced by an arbitrary boolean formula (we use E
to refer to the set of such expressions), we use the notation ·⌧ (resp. · ) and call it
Refinement Intersection Type (resp. Scheme). Note that refinements may come from
the user defined set Q or from the constants and sub-derivations. In the latter case
the refinement expressions are arbitrary expressions from E.
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V ::= Values:
| x variables
| c constant
|  x.M abstraction
Contexts C
C ::= Contexts :
| [ ] hole
| C M left application
| V C right application
| let x = C in M let-context
Evaluation M  N
c V  JcK (V ) [E   Constant]
( x.M)V  [V/x]M [E    ]
let x = V in M  [V/x]M [E   Let]
C[M ]  C[N ] if M  N [E   Compat]
Figure 4.2: Small-step operational semantics
4.2 Operational semantics
To describe the execution behavior of our language we use a small-step contextual
operational semantics, whose rules are shown in Figure 4.2.
The relation M  N describes a single evaluation step from term M to N . The
rules [E    ], [E   Let ] and [E   Compat ] are standard for a call-by-value ML-like
language. The rule [E   Constant ] evaluates an application with a constant in the
function position. This rule relies on the embedding J·K of terms into a decidable logic
of equality, uninterpreted functions and linear arithmetic [Nel80]. The embeddingJMK translates the term M to the correspondent one in the logic (if it is the case M
is a constant or an arithmetic operator), or if M is a  -abstraction or an application
encodes it via uninterpreted functions.
As in [Fla06], our set of constants has very precise types that capture their semantics.
We present some constants belonging to the set c:
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true : {⌫ : bool | ⌫}
z : {⌫ : int | ⌫ = z}
  : y : int! {⌫ : int | ⌫ =  y}
= : n : int! m : int! {⌫ : bool | ⌫ , (n = m)}
⇤ : w : int! z : int! {⌫ : int | ⌫ = z ⇤ y)}
fix : 8↵.(↵! ↵)! ↵
4.3 Type system
We present our typing rules via the collection of derivation rules shown in Figure 4.3.
We present three diﬀerent judgments: type judgment, of the form   `\Q M :  
meaning that term M has Liquid Intersection Type   under environment  , restricted
to the qualifiers contained in Q, i.e., only expressions from the set Q can be used as
refinement predicates for the following expressions: let bindings,  -abstractions and
type instantiations; subtype judgment   `\  1    2, stating that  1 is a subtype
of  2 under the conditions of environment  ; and the well-formedness judgment
  `\   indicating that variables referred by the refinements of   are in the scope
of corresponding expressions. The well-formedness judgment can be lifted to well-
formedness of environments, by stating that an environment is well-formed if, for
every binding, types are well-formed with respect to the prefix environment. This
well-formedness restriction implies the absence of the structural property of exchange
in our system, since by permuting the bindings in   one could generate an inconsistent
environment.
The rule [App] conforms to the dependent types discipline, since the type of an
application MN is the return type of M but with every occurrence of x in the
refinements substituted by N .
Another point worth mentioning is the distinction made when the type of a variable
is to be retrieved, rules [Var-B] and [Var]. Whenever the type of the variable z
is an intersection of refined basic type we ignore this refinements and assign z the
type {⌫ : B | ⌫ = z}, for some basic type B. This is inspired by the system of Liquid
types [RKJ08], since this assigned refined type is very useful when it comes to use in
subtyping, especially with the rule [ -Base].
One novel aspect of this system is the presence of the [Intersect] rule, which allows
to intersect two types that have been derived for the same term. The use of this rule
increases the expressiveness of the type language itself, since more detailed types can
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Liquid Intersection Type checking   `\Q M :  
Sub
  `\Q M :  1   `\  1    2   `\  2
  `\Q M :  2
Intersect
  `\Q M : ⌧1   `\Q M : ⌧2 ⌧1 \ ⌧2 :: T
  `\Q M : ⌧1 \ ⌧2
Var-B
 (x) = ⌧1 \ . . . \ ⌧n ⌧i :: B (8i : 1  i  n)
  `\Q x : {⌫ : B | ⌫ = x}
Var
 (x) not a base type  (x) :: T
  `\Q x :  (x)
App
  `\Q M : (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)   `\Q N : ⌧x
  `\Q MN : [N/x]⌧
Fun
 ;x : ⌧ˆx `\Q M : ⌧ˆ   `\ ⌧ˆ ⌧ˆ :: T
  `\Q  x.M : (x : ⌧ˆx ! ⌧ˆ)
Const
  `\Q c : ty(c)
Let
  `\Q M :    ;x :   `\Q N : ⌧ˆ   `\ ⌧ˆ
  `\Q let x = M in N : ⌧ˆ
Gen
  `\Q M :   ↵ 62  
  `\Q [⇤↵]M : 8↵. 
Inst
  `\Q M : 8↵.    `\ ⌧ˆ Shape(⌧ˆ) = T
  `\Q [T ]M : [⌧ˆ/↵] 
Subtyping   `\  1    2
 -Base
Valid(J K ^ (JE1K ^ . . . ^ JEnK)) (JE01K ^ . . . ^ JE0mK))
  `\ {⌫ : B | E1} \ . . . \ {⌫ : B | En}   {⌫ : B | E01} \ . . . \ {⌫ : B | E0m}
 -Intersect-Fun
  `\ (x : ⌧x ! ⌧1) \ (x : ⌧x ! ⌧2)   (x : ⌧x ! ⌧1 \ ⌧2)
 -Elim
  `\ ⌧1 \ ⌧2   ⌧i
i 2 {1,2}
 -Fun
  `\ ⌧ 0x   ⌧x  ;x : ⌧ 0x `\ ⌧   ⌧ 0
  `\ x : ⌧x ! ⌧   x : ⌧ 0x ! ⌧ 0
 -Var
  `\ ↵   ↵
 -Intersect
  `\ ⌧   ⌧1   `\ ⌧   ⌧2
  `\ ⌧   ⌧1 \ ⌧2
 -Poly
  `\  1    2
  `\ 8↵. 1   8↵. 2
Well formed types   `\  
WF-B
 ; ⌫ : B `\ E : bool
  `\ {⌫ : B | E}
WF-Var
  `\ ↵
WF-Fun
 ;x : ⌧x `\ ⌧
  `\ x : ⌧x ! ⌧
WF-Poly
  `\  
  `\ 8↵. 
WF-Intersect
  `\ ⌧1   `\ ⌧2
  `\ ⌧1 \ ⌧2
Figure 4.3: Typing rules for Liquid Intersection Types.
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be derived for a program.
The subtyping relation presents some typical rules for a system with intersection
types. These allow to capture the relations at the level of intersections in types,
with no concern for the refinements of the two types being compared. On the other
side, comparing two refined base types reduces to the check of an implication formula
between the refinement expressions. Our system uses a decidable notion of implication
in the rule [ -Base], by embedding environments and refinement expressions into the
decidable logic. The embedding of environments is defined as
J K ,^ {(J 1K ^ . . . ^ J nK)[x/⌫] | x : {⌫ : B |  1} \ . . . \ {⌫ : B |  n} 2  }
Given that every implication expression generated in rule [ -Base] is decidable, it is
then suitable to be discharged by some automatic theorem prover, like an SMT solver.
So, type-checking in our system can be seen as a typing-and-proof process.
We show an example of a derivation for the term  x.  x, using Q = {⌫   0, ⌫  0}.
With   = x : {⌫   0}, consider:
D01 :
Const
  `\Q   : (y : int! {⌫ =  y})
Sub
Var-B
 (x) = {⌫   0}
  `\Q x : {⌫ = x}
 -Base
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)
  `\ {⌫ = x}   int
  `\Q x : int
  `\Q  x : {⌫ =  x}
and:
D1 :
D01
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ =  x) ⌫  0)
  `\ {⌫ =  x}   {⌫  0}
 -Base
  `\Q  x : {⌫  0}
Sub
`\Q  x.  x : (x : {⌫   0}! {⌫  0})
Fun
We can also derive `\Q  x.  x : (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0}), with  0 = x : {⌫  0}:
D02 :
Const
 0 `\Q   : (y : int! {⌫ =  y})
Sub
Var-B
 0(x) = {⌫  0}
 0 `\Q x : {⌫ = x}
 -Base
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)
 0 `\ {⌫ = x}   int
 0 `\Q x : int
 0 `\Q  x : {⌫ =  x}
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and:
D2 :
D02
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ =  x) ⌫   0)
 0 `\ {⌫ =  x}   {⌫   0}
 -Base
 0 `\Q  x : {⌫   0}
Sub
`\Q  x.  x : (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0})
Fun
Finally we have:
D1 D2
`\Q  x.  x : (x : {⌫   0}! {⌫  0}) \ (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0})
Intersect
We explain in more detail some important aspects of the previous derivation:
• instead of {⌫ : B |E} we simply write {E}, whenever B is clear from the context;
• the type int stands for refinement-free integers values, i.e. {⌫ : int | >}, and so
that is why > shows up in some uses of the subsumption rule.
• for the presented type checking example, the following implications should be
verified:
x   0 ^ ⌫ = x) >
x   0 ^ ⌫ =  x) ⌫  0
x  0 ^ ⌫ = x) >
x  0 ^ ⌫ =  x) ⌫   0
All of them are easily discharged using any automatic theorem prover;
• we omit the well-formedness and well-founded sub-derivations, since they are
trivially constructed.
We present a more involving example of a type derivation in our system. As stated
in Section 3, for the term  x.x ⇤ x it would be of much interest to have a derivation
showing that no matter which value is given to this function, it always returns a
positive or zero value. So, we show how to use our system to derive the type
(x : {⌫   0} ! {⌫   0}) \ (x : {⌫  0} ! {⌫   0}) for  x.x ⇤ x. Using again
Q = {⌫   0, ⌫  0} and with   = x : {⌫   0}, consider:
D0003 :
Var-B
 (x) = {⌫   0}
  `\Q x : {⌫ = x}
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)
  `\ {⌫ = x}   >
 -Base
  `\Q x : int
Sub
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and
D003 :
Const
  `\Q ⇤ : (z : int! y : int! {⌫ = z ⇤ y}) D0003
  `\Q ⇤x : (y : int! {⌫ = x ⇤ y})
App†
and
D03 :
D003
Var-B
 (x) = {⌫   0}
  `\Q x : {⌫ = x}
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)
  `\ {⌫ = x}   >
 -Base
  `\Q x : int
Sub
  `\Q x ⇤ x : {⌫ = x ⇤ x}
App‡
and
D3 :
D03
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ = x ⇤ x) ⌫   0)
  `\ x ⇤ x : {⌫ = x ⇤ x}   {⌫   0}
 -Base
  `\Q x ⇤ x : {⌫   0}
Sub
`\Q  x.x ⇤ x : (x : {⌫   0}! {⌫   0})
Abs
We call the attention to the uses of rule [App] marked with † and ‡. For both these
cases it is possible to realize how substitution in refinement predicates works: for the
case † the type of ⇤x is (y : int! {v = x ⇤ y}), that is, we substituted in the type of
the constant 0⇤0 the term z for x; on the case ‡, we have for x ⇤x the type {⌫ = x ⇤x},
which results from substituting in the type {⌫ = y ⇤ x} the term y for x.
Similarly to the previous, we can derive `\Q  x.x⇤x : (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0}). Taking
 0 = x : {⌫  0}, we have:
D0004 :
Var-B
 0(x) = {⌫  0}
 0 `\Q x : {⌫ = x}
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)
 0 `\ {⌫ = x}   >
 -Base
 0 `\Q x : int
Sub
and
D004 :
Const
 0 `\Q ⇤ : (z : int! y : int! {⌫ = z ⇤ y}) D0004
 0 `\Q ⇤x : (y : int! {⌫ = x ⇤ y})
App
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and
D04 :
D004
Var-B
 0(x) = {⌫  0}
 0 `\Q x : {⌫ = x}
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)
 0 `\ {⌫ = x}   >
 -Base
 0 `\Q x : int
Sub
 0 `\Q x ⇤ x : {⌫ = x ⇤ x}
App
and
D4 :
D04
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ = x ⇤ x) ⌫   0)
 0 `\ x ⇤ x : {⌫ = x ⇤ x}   {⌫   0}
 -Base
 0 `\Q x ⇤ x : {⌫   0}
Sub
`\Q  x.x ⇤ x : (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0})
Abs
Finally, we can intersect the two derived types and derive the desired type:
D3 D4
`\Q  x.x ⇤ x : (x : {⌫   0}! {⌫   0}) \ (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0})
Intersect
4.4 Properties
In order to prove soundness properties of our system we follow the approach of [RKJ08,
VRJ13]. The decidable notion of implication checking employed by the subtyping
rules is a problem when it comes to prove a substitution lemma. So, instead we
prove subject reduction for a version of our system with undecidable subtyping and
unrestricted expressions in refinement predicates. The typing judgment in this system
will be denoted by   `\ M :  , and the inference rules are presented in Figures 4.4
and 4.5. Then, we show that any derivation in the decidable system has a counter-part
in the undecidable one.
Definition 4.4.1 (Constants) Each constant c has a type ty(c) such that:
1. ; `\ ty(c);
2. if c is a primitive function then it cannot get stuck, if   `\ c v then JcK(v) is
defined and if   `\ cM :   and JcK(M) is defined then   `\ JcK (M) :  ;
3. if ty(c) is {⌫ : B |  } then   ⌘ ⌫ = c.
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Refinement Intersection type checking   `\ M :  
Sub
  `\ M :  1   `\  1    2   `\  2
  `\ M :  2
Intersect
  `\ M : ⌧1   `\ M : ⌧2 ⌧1 \ ⌧2 :: T
  `\ M : ⌧1 \ ⌧2
Var-B
 (x) = ⌧1 \ . . . \ ⌧n ⌧i :: B (8i : 1  i  n)
  `\ x : {⌫ : B | ⌫ = x}
Var
 (x) not a base type  (x) :: T
  `\ x :  (x)
App
  `\ M : (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)   `\ N : ⌧x
  `\ MN : [N/x]⌧
Fun
 ;x : ⌧x `\ M : ⌧   `\ ⌧ ⌧ :: T
  `\  x.M : (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)
Const
  `\ c : ty(c)
Let
  `\ M :    ;x :   `\ N : ⌧   `\ ⌧
  `\ let x = M in N : ⌧
Gen
  `\ M :   ↵ 62  
  `\ [⇤↵]M : 8↵. 
Inst
  `\ M : 8↵.    `\ ⌧ Shape(⌧) = T
  `\ [T ]M : [⌧/↵] 
Implication   `\ E ) E0
Imp
  `\ E : bool   `\ E0 : bool 8⇢.(  |= ⇢ and ⇢(E) ⇤ > implies ⇢(E0) ⇤ >)
  `\ E ) E0
Subtyping   `\  1    2
 -Base
 ; ⌫ : B `\ E1 ^ . . . ^ En ) E01 ^ . . . ^ E0m
  `\ {⌫ : B | E1} \ . . . \ {⌫ : B | En}   {⌫ : B | E01} \ . . . \ {⌫ : B | E0m}
 -Intersect-Fun
  `\ (x : ⌧x ! ⌧1) \ (x : ⌧x ! ⌧2)   (x : ⌧x ! ⌧1 \ ⌧2)
 -Elim
  `\ ⌧1 \ ⌧2   ⌧i
i 2 {1,2}
 -Fun
  `\ ⌧ 0x   ⌧x  ;x : ⌧ 0x `\ ⌧   ⌧ 0
  `\ (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)   (x : ⌧ 0x ! ⌧ 0)
 -Var
  `\ ↵   ↵
 -Intersect
  `\ ⌧   ⌧1   `\ ⌧   ⌧2
  `\ ⌧   ⌧1 \ ⌧2
 -Poly
  `\  1    2
  `\ 8↵. 1   8↵. 2
Figure 4.4: Refinement Intersection typing rules
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Well formed types   `\  
WF-B
 ; ⌫ : B `\   : bool
  `\ {⌫ : B |  }
WF-Var
  `\ ↵
WF-Fun
 ;x : ⌧x `\ ⌧
  `\ (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)
WF-Poly
  `\  
  `\ 8↵. 
WF-Intersect
  `\ ⌧1   `\ ⌧2
  `\ ⌧1 \ ⌧2
Consistent substitutions   |= ⇢
CS-Empty
; |= ;
CS-Ext
  |= ⇢ ; `\ V : ⇢( )
 ;x :   |= ⇢; [V/x]
Figure 4.5: Rules for well formed Refinement Intersection Types and consistent
substitutions.
Definition 4.4.2 (Embedding) The embedding J·K is defined as a map from terms
and environments to formulas in the decidable logic such that for all  , E, E 0 if   `\
E : bool,   `\ E 0 : bool, Valid(J K ^ JEK) E 0), then   `\ E ) E 0.
Definition 4.4.3 (Substitution) We define substitution on types, ⇢( ), as follows:
⇢(↵) = ↵
⇢({⌫ : B | E}) = {⌫ : B | ⇢(E)}
⇢(x : ⌧x ! ⌧) = x : ⇢(⌧x)! ⇢(⌧)
⇢(8↵. ) = 8↵.⇢( )
⇢(⌧1 \ ⌧2) = ⇢(⌧1) \ ⇢(⌧2)
The previous definition explains how substitutions, arising from the use of the App
rule, work over the refinement expressions of types. A substitution ⇢ (mapping
variables to terms) is either empty (denoted by ;), or ⇢ is of the form ⇢0; [V/x] meaning
that ⇢0 is a substitution extended with the case where x is substituted by V . A
substitution is required to be consistent with respect to some typing context, as shown
in Figure 4.5. For the empty substitution, this will only be consistent with respect
to the empty tying context. If ⇢ is of the form (⇢0; x := V ), then ⇢ will be consistent
with a context  ; x :   if V is a value of type ⇢( ) (the part ⇢0 of the substitution is
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propagated to the type assigned to V ) and ⇢0 is consistent with  . The rule CS-Ext
from Figure 4.5 captures this behavior.
A substitution can be lifted to typing contexts as expected:
⇢(;) = ;
⇢( ; x :  ) = ⇢( ); x : ⇢( )
Definition 4.4.4 (Domain of a substitution) The domain of a substitution,Dom(⇢),
is defined as follows:
Dom(;) = {}
Dom(⇢; [V/x]) = Dom(⇢) [ {x}
Lemma 4.4.1 (Substitution permutation) If   |= ⇢1; ⇢2 then
1. Dom(⇢1) \Dom(⇢2) = ;;
2. for all Liquid Intersection Type  , ⇢1; ⇢2( ) = ⇢2; ⇢1( ).
Proof. 1. By induction on the derivation   |= ⇢1; ⇢2, splitting cases on which rule
was used at the bottom.
• case [CS-Empty]: For this case we have
⇢1; ⇢2 = ;
and so Dom(⇢1) \Dom(⇢2) = ;.
• case [CS-Ext]: For this case we have
  =  0; x :  0
⇢2 = ⇢02; [V/x]
By inversion on the rule [CS-Ext]
 0 |= ⇢1; ⇢02
; ` V : ⇢1; ⇢02( 0)
By IH
Dom(⇢1) \Dom(⇢02) = ;
A variable is bounded at most once within a typing context, so x 62 Dom( 0).
This implies that x 62 Dom(⇢1; ⇢02) since this substitution is consistent with
 0.
Given Dom([V/x]) = {x} we can conclude that Dom(⇢1) \ Dom(⇢2) \
Dom([V/x]) = ;, which is the desired conclusion.
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2. By induction on the structure of  .
• case   = {⌫ : B | E}: We have
⇢1; ⇢2({⌫ : B | E}) = {⌫ : B | ⇢1; ⇢2(E)}
Using (1) we can conclude that every variable is substituted at most once
and since E is a boolean expression we have
⇢1; ⇢2(E) = ⇢2; ⇢1(E)
By the definition of substitution
⇢1; ⇢2({⌫ : B | E}) = {⌫ : B | ⇢1; ⇢2(E)}
= {⌫ : B | ⇢2; ⇢1(E)}
= ⇢2; ⇢1({⌫ : B | E})
• case   = x : ⌧x ! ⌧ : We have
⇢1; ⇢2(x : ⌧x ! ⌧) = x : ⇢1; ⇢2(⌧x)! ⇢1; ⇢2(⌧)
By IH
⇢1; ⇢2(⌧x) = ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧x)
⇢1; ⇢2(⌧) = ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧)
By the definition of substitution
⇢1; ⇢2(x : ⌧x ! ⌧) = x : ⇢1; ⇢2(⌧x)! ⇢1; ⇢2(⌧)
= x : ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧x)! ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧)
= ⇢2; ⇢1(x : ⌧x ! ⌧)
• case   = ⌧1 \ ⌧2: We have
⇢1; ⇢2(⌧1 \ ⌧2) = ⇢1; ⇢2(⌧1) \ ⇢1; ⇢2(⌧2)
By IH
⇢1; ⇢2(⌧1) = ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧1)
⇢1; ⇢2(⌧2) = ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧2)
By the definition of substitution
⇢1; ⇢2(⌧1 \ ⌧2) = ⇢1; ⇢2(⌧1) \ ⇢1; ⇢2(⌧2)
= ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧1) \ ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧2)
= ⇢2; ⇢1(⌧1 \ ⌧2)
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• case   = ↵: Trivial.
• case   = 8↵. 0: We have
⇢1; ⇢2(8↵. 0) = 8↵.⇢1; ⇢2( 0)
By IH
⇢1; ⇢2( 
0) = ⇢2; ⇢1( 0)
By the definition of substitution
⇢1; ⇢2(8↵. 0) = 8↵.⇢1; ⇢2( 0)
= 8↵.⇢2; ⇢1( 0)
= ⇢2; ⇢1(8↵. 0)
Lemma 4.4.2 (Well-formed substitutions)
1. If   |= ⇢1; ⇢2 then there are  1, 2 such that   =  1; 2, Dom(⇢1) = Dom( 1),
Dom(⇢2) = Dom( 2);
2.  1; 2 |= ⇢1; ⇢2,Dom(⇢1) = Dom( 1),Dom(⇢2) = Dom( 2) iﬀ  1 |= ⇢1,
⇢1 2 |= ⇢2.
Proof. 1. By induction on  .
• case   = ;: For this case we have
 1 =  2 = ;
The only substitution that is consistent with the empty context is the empty
one, so
⇢1 = ⇢2 = ;
We can then conclude
Dom( 1) = Dom(⇢1)
Dom( 2) = Dom(⇢2)
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• case   =  0; x :  : We take
 1 =  0
 2 = x :  
To conform with the hypothesis that   |= ⇢1; ⇢2 then we take
⇢2 = [V/x]
By inversion on the rule [CS-Ext]
 0 |= ⇢1
; ` V : ⇢1( )
By IH
Dom(⇢1) = Dom( 1)
Dom([V/x]) = {x} = Dom(x :  ), which completes the proof.
2. By induction on  2.
• case  2 = ;:
 1; 2 |= ⇢1; ⇢2 ()  1; ; |= ⇢1; ⇢2
(by hypothesis)
()  1; ; |= ⇢1; ;
(since Dom( 2) = Dom(⇢2))
()  1 |= ⇢1, ⇢1(;) |= ;
()  1 |= ⇢1, ⇢1( 2) |= ⇢2
• case  2 =  02; x :  :
 1; 02; x :   |= ⇢1; ⇢2 ()  1; 02 |= ⇢1; ⇢02, ; ` V : ⇢1; ⇢02( ), ⇢2 = ⇢02; [V/x]
(by rule [CS-Ext])
()  1 |= ⇢1, ⇢1( 02) |= ⇢02, ; ` V : ⇢2; ⇢1( )
(by IH, Lemma 4.4.1)
()  1 |= ⇢1, ⇢1( 02); x : ⇢1( ) |= ⇢02; [V/x]
(by rule [CS-Ext])
()  1 |= ⇢1, ⇢1( 2) |= ⇢2
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Corollary 4.4.1 (Well-formed substitutions)
 1; x :  x; 2 |= ⇢1; [Vx/x]; ⇢2 ()  1 |= ⇢1, ; ` Vx : ⇢1( x), ⇢1; [Vx/x]( 2) |= ⇢2.
Proof. • Only if ()): We have
 1; x :  x; 2 |= ⇢1; [Vx/x]; ⇢2
We take
 1; x :  x =  01
⇢1; [Vx/x] = ⇢01
Using line (1.) of Lemma 4.4.2 we get
Dom(⇢01) = Dom( 
0
1)
Dom(⇢2) = Dom( 2)
Using line (3.) of Lemma 4.4.2 we get
 1; x :  x |= ⇢1; [Vx/x] (a)
 1; [Vx/x]( 2) |= ⇢2 (b)
By inversion on (a), using rule [CS-Ext]
 1 |= ⇢1
; ` Vx : ⇢1( x)
• If ((): We have
 1 |= ⇢1 (a)
; ` Vx : ⇢1( x) (b)
⇢1 : [Vx/x](Gamma2) |= (⇢2) (c)
By applying rule [CS-Ext] to (a) and (b)
 1 |= ⇢1 ; ` Vx : ⇢1( x)
 1; x :  x |= ⇢1; [Vx/x]
(d)
Using line (3.) of Lemma 4.4.2 on (c) and (d)
 1; x :  x; 2 |= ⇢1; [Vx/x]; ⇢2
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Lemma 4.4.3 (Weakening) Let
  =  1; 2
 0 =  1; x :  x; 2
x 62 FV( 2)
then:
1. if  0 |= ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2 then   |= ⇢1; ⇢2;
2. if   `\ E ) E 0 then  0 `\ E ) E 0;
3. if   `\  1    2 then  0 `\  1    2;
4. if   `\   then  0 `\  ;
5. if   `\ M :   then  0 `\ M :  .
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the derivations of the antecedent judgments.
1. Assume
 0 |= ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2
By Corollary 4.4.1 and the definition of  0
 1 |= ⇢1
; `\ V : ⇢1 x
(⇢1; [V/x]) 2 |= ⇢2
Since x 62 FV( 2) we have ⇢1; [V/x]( 2) = ⇢1( 2).
By Lemma 4.4.2
 1; 2 |= ⇢1; ⇢2
Since   =  1; 2 it completes the proof.
2. Assume
  `\ E ) E 0
By inversion on the rule [Imp], we have
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  `\ E : bool (a)
  `\ E 0 : bool (b)
8⇢.(  |= ⇢ and ⇢E ⇤ > implies ⇢E 0 ⇤ >) (c)
By IH (5.) we get
 0 `\ E : bool
 0 `\ E 0 : bool
We consider any ⇢0 such that  0 |= ⇢0 and ⇢0E ⇤ >. The substitution ⇢0 must
be of the form ⇢1; [v/x]; ⇢2 and so ⇢ ⌘ ⇢1; ⇢2.
From (a) and (b) we know x 62 FV(E) [ FV(E 0) so
⇢E = ⇢0E
⇢E = ⇢0E 0
From (c) we then have
8⇢0.( 0 |= ⇢0 and ⇢0E ⇤ > implies ⇢0E 0 ⇤ >)
which completes the proof.
3. By induction of the derivation of   `\  1    2, splitting cases on which rule was
used at the bottom.
• case [ -Base]: Assume
  `\ ⌧1   ⌧2
where ⌧1, ⌧2 = {⌫ : B | E1}\· · ·\{⌫ : B | En} , {⌫ : B | E 01}\· · ·\{⌫ : B | E 0m}.
By inversion
 ; ⌫ : B `\ E1 ^ · · · ^ En ) E 01 ^ · · · ^ E 0m
By IH (2.)
 0; ⌫ : B `\ E1 ^ · · · ^ En ) E 01 ^ · · · ^ E 0m
So, the following derivation is valid
 -Base
 0; ⌫ : B `\ E1 ^ · · · ^ En ) E 01 ^ · · · ^ E 0m
 0 `\ {⌫ : B | E1} \ · · · \ {⌫ : B | En}   {⌫ : B | E 01} \ · · · \ {⌫ : B | E 0m}
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• case [ -Intersect-Fun]: Easy, by the following derivation
 -Intersect-Fun
 0 `\ (x : ⌧x ! ⌧1) \ (x : ⌧x ! ⌧2)   (x : ⌧x ! ⌧1 \ ⌧2)
• case [ -Fun]: By inversion
  `\ ⌧ 0x   ⌧x
 ; x : ⌧ 0x `\ ⌧   ⌧ 0
By IH
 0 `\ ⌧ 0x   ⌧x
 0; x : ⌧ 0x `\ ⌧   ⌧ 0
So, the following derivation is valid
 -Fun
 0 `\ ⌧ 0x   ⌧x  0; x : ⌧ 0x `\ ⌧   ⌧ 0
 0 `\ x :  1 !  2   x :  01 !  02
• case [ -Var]: Easy, by the following derivation
 -Var
 0 `\ ↵   ↵
• case [ -Elim]: Easy, by the following derivation
 -Elim
 0 `\ ⌧1 \ ⌧2   ⌧i
i 2 {1, 2}
• case [ -Intersect]: By inversion
  `\      1
  `\      2
By IH
 0 `\      1
 0 `\      2
So, the following derivation in valid
 -Intersect
 0 `\      1  0 `\      2
 0 `\      1 \  2
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• case [ -Poly]: By inversion
  `\  1    2
By IH
 0 `\  1    2
So, the following derivation in valid
 -Poly
 0 `\  1    2
 0 `\ 8↵. 1   8↵. 2
4. By induction on the derivation of   `\  , splitting cases on which rule was used
at the bottom.
• case [WF-B]: By inversion
 ; ⌫ : B `\ E : bool
By IH (5.):
 0; ⌫ : B `\ E : bool
So, the following derivation is valid
WF-Intersect
 0; ⌫ : B `\ E : bool
 0 `\ {⌫ : B | E}
• case [WF-Var]: Easy, by the following derivation
WF-Var
 0 `\ ↵
• case [WF-Fun]: By inversion
 ; x : ⌧x `\ ⌧
By IH
 0; x : ⌧x `\ ⌧
So, the following derivation is valid
WF-Fun
 0; x : ⌧x `\ ⌧
 0 `\ x : ⌧x ! ⌧
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• case [WF-Poly]: By inversion
  `\  
By IH
 0 `\  
So, the following derivation is valid
WF-Poly
 0 `\  
 0 `\ 8↵. 
• case [WF-Intersect]: By inversion
  `\ ⌧1
  `\ ⌧2
By IH
 0 `\ ⌧1
 0 `\ ⌧2
So, the following derivation is valid
WF-Intersect
 0 `\ ⌧1  0 `\ ⌧2
 0 `\ ⌧1 \ ⌧2
5. By induction on the derivation of   `\ M :  , splitting cases on which rule was
used at the bottom.
• case [Sub]: By inversion
  `\ M :  1
  `\  1    2
  `  2
By IH, (3.) and (4.)
 0 `\ M :  1
 0 `\  1    2
 0 `\  2
So, the following derivation is valid
Sub
 0 `\ M :  1  0 `\  1    2  0 `\  2
 0 `\ M :  2
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• case [Intersect]: By inversion
  `\ M : ⌧1
  `\ M : ⌧2
⌧1 \ ⌧2 :: T
By IH
 0 `\ M : ⌧1
 0 `\ M : ⌧2
So, the following derivation is valid
Intersect
 0 `\ M : ⌧1  0 `\ M : ⌧2 ⌧1 \ ⌧2 :: T
 0 `\ M : ⌧1 \ ⌧2
• case [Var-B]: By inversion
 (y) = ⌧1 \ · · · \ ⌧n
⌧i :: B(8i.1  i  n)
As y 6= x we have  (y) =  0(y). So, the following derivation is valid
Var-B
 0(y) = ⌧1 \ · · · \ ⌧n ⌧i :: B(8i.1  1  n)
 0 `\ y : {⌫ : B | ⌫ = y}
• case [Var]: Very similar to the previous case.
• case [App]: By inversion
  `\ M : (y : ⌧y ! ⌧)
  `\ N : ⌧y
By IH
 0 `\ M : (y : ⌧y ! ⌧)
 0 `\ N : ⌧y
So, the following derivation is valid
App
 0 `\ M : (y : ⌧y ! ⌧)  0 `\ N : ⌧y
  `\ MN : [N/y]⌧
• case [Fun]: By inversion
 ; y : ⌧y `\ M : ⌧
  `\ ⌧
⌧ :: T
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By IH and (4.)
 0; y : ⌧y `\ M : ⌧
 0 `\ ⌧
So, the following derivation is valid
Fun
 0; y : ⌧y `\ M : ⌧  0 `\ ⌧ ⌧ :: T
 0 `\  y.M : (y : ⌧y ! ⌧)
• case [Const]: Easy, by the following derivation
Const
 0 `\ c : ty(c)
• case [Let]: By inversion
  `\ M :  
 ; y :   `\ N : ⌧
  `\ ⌧
By IH and (4.)
 0 `\ M :  
 0; y :   `\ N : ⌧
 0 `\ ⌧
So, the following derivation is valid
Let
 0 `\ M :    0; y :   `\ N : ⌧  0 `\ ⌧
 0 `\ let y = M in N : ⌧
• case [Gen]: By inversion
  `\ M :  
↵ 62  
By IH
 0 `\ M :  
We still have ↵ 62  0, since  0 only diﬀers from   by the binding x :  x.
So, the following derivation is valid
Gen
 0 `\ M :   ↵ 62  0
 0 `\ [⇤↵]M : 8↵. 
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• case [Inst]: By inversion
  `\ M : 8↵. 
  `\ ⌧
Shape(⌧) = T
By IH and (4.)
 0 `\ M : 8↵. 
 0 `\ ⌧
So, the following derivation is valid
Inst
 0 `\ M : 8↵.   0 `\ ⌧ Shape(⌧) = T
 0 `\ [T ]M : [⌧/↵] 
Lemma 4.4.4 (Substitution) If
 1 `\ V :  0
  =  1; x :  0; 2
 0 =  1; [V/x] 2
then:
1. if   |= ⇢1; [V/x]⇢2 then  0 |= ⇢1; ⇢2;
2. if   `\ E ) E 0 then  0 `\ [V/x]E ) [V/x]E 0;
3. if   `\  1    2 then  0 `\ [V/x] 1   [V/x] 2;
4. if   `\   then  0 `\ [V/x] ;
5. if   :: T then [V/x]  :: T ;
6. if   `\ M :   then  0 `\ M :  .
Proof. By simultaneous induction on the derivations.
1. We split by cases on the structure of  .
• case   = ;: This case is void, since we assume   contains at least x :  0.
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• case   =  1; x :  0; 02; y :  00: For this case
 2 =  02; y :  
00
⇢2 = ⇢02; [V
0/y]
By inversion on rule [CS-Ext]:
 1; x :  0; 0 |= ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2
; `\ V 0 : ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢02( 00)
We have that FV(V 0) = ;, since it is typed with an empty environment.
By IH and (5.)
 1; [V/x] 02 |= ⇢1; ⇢02
; `\ [V/x]V 0 : [V/x](⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢02)( 00)
Since ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢02 = ⇢1; ⇢02; [V/x], the following derivation is valid
CS-Ext
 1; [V/x] 
0
2 |= ⇢1; ⇢02 ; `\ [V/x]V 0 : [V/x](⇢1; ⇢02)( 00)
 1; [V/x] 
0
2; y : [V/x] 
00 |= ⇢1; ⇢02; [[V/x]V 0/y]
Given that [V/x]V 0 = V 0, the previous derivation could be written
CS-Ext
 1; [V/x] 
0
2 |= ⇢1; ⇢02 ; `\ [V/x]V 0 : [V/x](⇢1; ⇢02)( 00)
 1; [V/x] 
0
2; y : [V/x] 
00 |= ⇢1; ⇢02; [V 0/y]
where  1; [V/x] 02; y : [V/x] 00 =  1; [V/x] 2 and ⇢1; ⇢02; [V 0/y] = ⇢1; ⇢2
2. By inversion on rule [Imp]
  `\ E : bool
  `\ E 0 : bool
8⇢.(  |= ⇢ and ⇢(E) ⇤ > implies ⇢(E 0) ⇤ >
By (5.)
 0 `\ [V/x]E : bool
  `\ [V/x]E 0 : bool
By the form of  , ⇢ must be of the form ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2, so
8⇢1, ⇢2.(  |= ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2 and ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2(E) ⇤ > implies ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2(E 0) ⇤ >
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We have ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2 = ⇢1; ⇢2; [V/x], so
8⇢1, ⇢2.(  |= ⇢1; [V/x]; ⇢2 and ⇢1; ⇢2; [V/x](E) ⇤ > implies ⇢1; ⇢2; [V/x](E 0) ⇤ >
By (1.)
8⇢1, ⇢2.( 0 |= ⇢1; ⇢2 and ⇢1; ⇢2; [V/x](E) ⇤ > implies ⇢1; ⇢2; [V/x](E 0) ⇤ >
The following derivation is then valid
Imp
 0 `\ [V/x]E : bool   `\ [V/x]E 0 : bool
8⇢1, ⇢2.( 0 |= ⇢1; ⇢2 and ⇢1; ⇢2; [V/x](E) ⇤ > implies ⇢1; ⇢2; [V/x](E 0) ⇤ >
 0 `\ [V/x]E ) [V/x]E 0
3. By induction on the derivation of   `\  1    2, splitting cases on which rule
was used at the bottom.
• case [ -Base]: By inversion
 ; ⌫ : B `\ E1 ^ · · · ^ En ) E 01 ^ · · · ^ E 0m
By IH (2.) and as [V/x]B = B
 0; ⌫ : B `\ [V/x](E1 ^ · · · ^ En)) [V/x](E 01 ^ · · · ^ E 0m)
So, the following derivation is valid
 -Base  
0; ⌫ : B `\ [V/x](E1 ^ · · · ^ En)) [V/x](E01 ^ · · · ^ E0m)
 0 `\ [V/x]({⌫ : B | E1} \ · · · \ {⌫ : B | En})   [V/x]({⌫ : B | E01} \ · · · \ {⌫ : B | E0m})
• case [ -Intersect-Fun]: since
[V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧1)\[V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧2) = (y : [V/x]⌧y ! [V/x]⌧1)\(y : [V/x]⌧y ! [V/x]⌧2)
the desired conclusion holds by the following derivation
 -Intersect-Fun
 0 `\ [V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧1) \ [V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧2)   [V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧1 \ ⌧2)
• case [ -Fun]: By inversion
  `\ ⌧ 0y   ⌧y
 ; y : ⌧ 0y `\ ⌧   ⌧ 0
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By IH
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧ 0y   [V/x]⌧y
 0; [V/x]y : ⌧ 0y `\ [V/x]⌧   [V/x]⌧ 0
By the definition of substitution, the following derivation is valid
 -Fun
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧ 0y   [V/x]⌧y  0; [V/x]y : ⌧ 0y `\ [V/x]⌧   [V/x]⌧ 0
 0 `\ y :  [V/x]⌧y ! [V/x]⌧   y :  [V/x]⌧ 0y ! [V/x]⌧ 0
• case [ -Var]: Easy, by the following derivation
 -Var
 0 ` ↵   ↵
• case [ -Elim]: By the definition of substitution, the desired conclusion
holds by the following derivation
 -Left
 0 ` [V/x]⌧1 \ [V/x]⌧2   [V/x]⌧i
i 2 {1, 2}
• case [ -Intersect]: By inversion
  `\ ⌧   ⌧1
  `\ ⌧   ⌧2
By IH
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧   [V/x]⌧1
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧   [V/x]⌧2
By the definition of substitution, the desired conclusion holds by the fol-
lowing derivation
 -Intersect
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧   [V/x]⌧1  0 `\ [V/x]⌧   [V/x]⌧2
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧   [V/x]⌧1 \ [V/x]⌧2
• case [ -Poly]: By inversion
  `\  1    2
By IH
 0 `\ [V/x] 1   [V/x] 2
By the definition of substitution, the desired conclusion holds by the fol-
lowing derivation
 -Poly
 0 `\ [V/x] 1   [V/x] 2
 0 `\ 8↵.[V/x] 1   8↵.[V/x] 2
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4. By induction on the derivation of   `\  , splitting cases on which rule was used
at the bottom.
• case [WF-B]: By inversion
 ; ⌫ : B `\ E : bool
By IH (6.):
 0; ⌫ : [V/x]B `\ E : bool
Since [V/x]B = B, the desired conclusion holds by the following derivation
WF-B
 0; ⌫ : B `\ E : bool
 0 `\ {⌫ : B | E}
• case [WF-Var]: Easy, by the following derivation
 0 `\ ↵
• case [WF-Fun]: By inversion
 ; y : ⌧y `\ ⌧
By IH
 0; y : [V/x]⌧y `\ [V/x]⌧
By the definition of substitution, the desired conclusion holds by the fol-
lowing derivation
WF-Fun
 0; y : [V/x]⌧y `\ [V/x]⌧
 0 `\ y : [V/x]⌧y ! [V/x]⌧
• case [WF-Poly]: By inversion
  `\  
By IH
 0 `\ [V/x] 
By the definition of substitution, the desired conclusion holds by the fol-
lowing derivation
WF-Poly
 0 `\ [V/x] 
 0 `\ 8↵.[V/x] 
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• case [WF-Intersect]: By inversion
  `\ ⌧1
  `\ ⌧2
By IH
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧1
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧2
By the definition of substitution, the desired conclusion holds by the fol-
lowing derivation
WF-Intersect
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧1  0 `\ [V/x]⌧2
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧1 \ [V/x]⌧2
5. By induction on the derivation of   :: T . This item clearly holds, since a substi-
tution [V/x]  only aﬀects refinement expressions, maintaining the correspondent
ML type. So, the derivation for   :: T is the same for [V/x]  :: T .
6. By induction on the derivation of   `\ M :  , splitting by cases on which rule
is used at the bottom.
• case [Sub]: By inversion
  `\ M :  1
  `\  1    2
  `\  2
By IH, (3.) and (4.)
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x] 1
 0 `\ [V/x] 1   [V/x] 2
 0 `\ [V/x] 2
So, the following derivation is valid
Sub
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x] 1  0 `\ [V/x] 1   [V/x] 2  0 `\ [V/x] 2
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x] 2
• case [Intersect]: By inversion
  `\ M : ⌧1
  `\ M : ⌧2
⌧1 \ ⌧2 :: T
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By IH, and (5.)
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]⌧
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]⌧2
([V/x]⌧1 \ [V/x]⌧2) :: T
By the definition of substitution, the desired conclusion holds by the fol-
lowing derivation
Intersect
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]⌧1
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]⌧2 ([V/x]⌧1 \ [V/x]⌧2) :: T
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]  \ [V/x] 0
• case [Var-B]: By inversion
 (y) = ⌧1 \ · · · \ ⌧n, ⌧i = {⌫ : B | Ei}
⌧i :: B(8i.1  i  n)
Two sub-cases follow: either y = x or y 6= x;
– sub-case y = x: For this case we have ⌧ = {⌫ : B | Ex}.
By the definition of substitution
[V/x]y = V
So, V is a variable of basic type and we have  1(V ) = ⌧ 00.
By Lemma (4.4.3)
 1; [V/x] 2(y) = ⌧
00
The following derivation is valid
Var-B
 1; [V/x] 2(y) = ⌧
00 ⌧ 00 :: B
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ V : {⌫ : B | ⌫ = V }
Given that V = [V/x]y then we have
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ V : {⌫ : B | ⌫ = V } ⌘
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ [V/x]y : [V/x] {⌫ : B | ⌫ = y}
which is precisely the desired conclusion.
– sub-case y 6= x: For this [V/x]y = y, so
[V/x] {⌫ : B | ⌫ = y} = {⌫ : B | ⌫ = y}
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We have
 1; [V/x] 2(y) = {⌫ : B | [V/x]E1} \ · · · \ {⌫ : B | [V/x]En}
⌧i :: B
So, the following derivation is valid
Var-B
⌧i :: B
 1; [V/x] 2(y) = {⌫ : B | [V/x]E1} \ . . . \ {⌫ : B | [V/x]En}
 1; [V/x] 2 ` y : {⌫ : B | ⌫ = y}
• case [Var]: By inversion
 (y) not a base type
 (y) :: T
– sub-case y = x: For this case [V/x]y = V .
Given that y = x then
  `\  0    
By (3.)
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ [V/x] 0   [V/x] 
By Lemma 4.4.3
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ V :  0
We have x 62 Freevars( 0), so [V/x] 0 =  0
By (4.) we have
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ [V/x] 
So, the following derivation is valid
Var
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ V : [V/x] 0
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ [V/x] 0   [V/x]   1; [V/x] 2 `\ [V/x] 
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ V : [V/x] 
which is the desired conclusion, since [V/x]y = V .
– sub-case y 6= x: For this case [V/x]y = y.
By inversion
 (y) =  
  :: T
If y 2 dom( 1) then the result is immediate, since [V/x]  =  .
If y 2 dom( 2), then  2(y) =   and so it holds that ( 1; [V/x] 2)(y) =
[V/x] .
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By (5.)
[V/x]  :: T
The following derivation is then valid
Var
( 1; [V/x] 2)(y) = [V/x]  [V/x]  :: T
 1; [V/x] 2 `\ y : [V/x] 
which is the desired conclusion, since [V/x]y = y.
• case [App]: By inversion
  `\ M : (y : ⌧y ! ⌧)
  `\ N : ⌧y
By IH
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧)
 0 `\ [V/x]N : [V/x]⌧y
By the definition of substitution
[V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧) = (y : [V/x]⌧y ! [V/x]⌧)
So, the following derivation is valid
App
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧)  0 `\ [V/x]N : [V/x]⌧y
 0 `\ MN : [N/y][V/x]⌧
As [N/y][V/x]⌧ = [V/x]([N/y]⌧) the desired conclusion follows by the
previous derivation.
• case [Fun]: By inversion
 ; y : ⌧y `\ M : ⌧
  `\ ⌧
⌧ :: T
By IH, (4.) and (5.)
 0; y : [V/x]⌧y `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]⌧
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧
([V/x]⌧) :: T
The following derivation is then valid
Fun
 0; y : [V/x]⌧y `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]⌧  0 `\ [V/x]⌧ ([V/x]⌧) :: T
 0 `\  y.M : y : [V/x]⌧y ! [V/x]⌧
Since y : [V/x]⌧y ! [V/x]⌧ = [V/x](y : ⌧y ! ⌧) then the desired conclusion
follows by the previous derivation.
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• case [Const]: easy, since FV(ty(c)) = ; and then
[V/x]ty(c) = ty(c)
• case [Let]: By inversion
  `\ M :  
 ; y :   `\ N : ⌧
  `\ ⌧
By IH and (4.)
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x] 
 0; y : [V/x]  `\ [V/x]N : [V/x]⌧
 0 `\ [V/x]⌧
So, the following derivation is valid
Let
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x] 
 0; y : [V/x]  `\ [V/x]N : [V/x]⌧  0 `\ [V/x]⌧
 0 `\ let y = [V/x]M in [V/x]N : [V/x]⌧
• case [Gen]: By inversion
  `\ M :  
↵ 62  
By IH
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x] 
The free variables of  0 are the same of   (substitutions only aﬀect refine-
ment expressions), so
↵ 62  0
The following derivation is then valid
Gen
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]  ↵ 62  0
 0 `\ [V/x][⇤↵]M : [V/x]8↵. 
• case [Inst]: By inversion
  `\ M : 8↵. 
  `\ ⌧
Shape(⌧) = T
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By IH and (4.)
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]8↵. 
 0 `\ [V/x] 0
The following derivation is then valid
Inst
 0 `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]8↵.   0 `\ [V/x]⌧ Shape([V/x]⌧) = T
 0 `\ [V/x][⌧ ]M : [[V/x]⌧/↵][V/x] 
Since [[V/x]⌧/↵] = [V/x][⌧/↵], the desired conclusion follows by the previ-
ous derivation.
Theorem 4.4.1 (Subject reduction) If   `\ M :   and M  N then   `\ N :  .
Proof. By induction on the derivation   `\ M :  , splitting cases on which rule was
used at the bottom.
• case [Sub]: By inversion
  `\ M :  1
  `\  1    2
  `\  2
By IH
  `\ N :  1
So, the following derivation is valid
Sub
  `\ N :  1   `\  1    2   `\  2
  `\ N :  2
• case [Intersect]: By inversion
  `\ M : ⌧1
  `\ M : ⌧2
⌧1 \ ⌧2 :: T
By IH
  `\ N : ⌧1
  `\ N : ⌧2
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So, the following derivation is then valid
Intersect
  `\ N : ⌧1   `\ N : ⌧2 ⌧1 \ ⌧2 :: T
  `\ N : ⌧1 \ ⌧2
• cases [Var-B], [Var], [Fun] and [Const]: Trivial, since these terms can’t be
further reduced.
• case [App]: By inversion
  `\ M : (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)
  `\ N : ⌧x
– sub-case in which M is a context: For this case consider M  M 0.
By IH
  `\ M 0 : (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)
Given that M  M 0, then MN  M 0N .
The following derivation is then valid
App
  `\ M 0 : (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)   `\ N : ⌧x
  `\ M 0N : [N/x]⌧
– sub-case in which N is a context: Similar to the previous one.
– sub-case in which application is of the form cV : By pushing applications
of rule [Sub] down, we can ensure rule [Const] was used at the bottom of
the derivation of the type for c.
For this case, cV  JcK(V ).
By inversion
  `\ c : (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)
  `\ V : ⌧x
By Definition 4.4.1, we have
  `\ JcK(V ) : [V/x]⌧
which is the desired conclusion.
– case in which application is of the form ( x.M)V : For this case
( x.M)V  [V/x]M
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By pushing applications of the rule [Sub] down, we can ensure rule [Fun]
is used at the bottom of the derivation of the type for  x.M .
By inversion
  `\  x.M : (x : ⌧x ! ⌧)
  `\ V : ⌧x
By inversion on rule [Fun]
x : ⌧x `\ M : ⌧
By Lemma 4.4.4
  `\ [V/x]M : [V/x]⌧
which is the desired conclusion.
• case [Let]:
– sub-case in which M is a value: For this case
let x = V in N  [V/x]N
By inversion
  `\ V :  0
 ; x : ⌧x `\ N : ⌧
  `\ ⌧
Since   `\ ⌧ , x 62 FV(⌧), so
[V/x]⌧ = ⌧
By Lemma 4.4.4
  `\ [V/x]N : [V/x]⌧
which is the desired conclusion.
– sub-case in which M is a context: For this case
let x = M in N  let x = M 0 in N
By inversion
  `\ M :  
 ; x :   `\ N : ⌧
  `\ ⌧
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By IH
  `\ M 0 :  
So, the following derivation is valid
Let
  `\ M 0 :    ; x :   `\ N : ⌧   `\ ⌧
let x = M 0 in N :  
• case [Gen]: By inversion
  `\ M :  
↵ 62  
By IH
  `\ N :  
So, the following derivation is valid
Gen
  `\ N :   ↵ 62  
  `\ [⇤↵]N : 8↵. 
• case [Inst]: By inversion
  `\ M : 8↵. 
  `\ ⌧
Shape(⌧ = T
By IH
  `\ N : 8↵. 
So, the following derivation is valid
Inst
  `\ N : 8↵.    `\ ⌧ Shape(⌧) = T
  `\ [T ]N : [⌧/↵] 
Theorem 4.4.2 (Over approximation) If   `\Q M :   then   `\ M :  .
Proof. The proof follows by straightforward induction on the typing derivation. At
each case the key observation is that each Liquid Intersection Type is also a Dependent
Intersection Type and for each rule in the decidable system there is a matching rule
in the undecidable side. For the case of [ -Base] we use Definition 1.
Combining Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 guarantees that at run-time, for every well-typed
term, taking an evaluation step preserves types.
Chapter 5
Type Inference
We present in this chapter an algorithm for inferring Liquid Intersection Types, shown
in Figure 5.1. Before executing this algorithm we bind every sub expression using
the let-in constructor. This transformation is closely related with A-Normal Forms
[FSDF93] and is performed to force types of intermediate expressions to be pushed into
the typing context, so they can be used at the moment of application. The algorithm
we propose is built upon three main phases: (i) we use the ML inference engine to get
appropriate types, serving as type shapes for Liquid Intersection Types; (ii) for some
particular sub-terms a set of constraints is generated, ensuring the well-formedness of
types and that subtyping relations hold, in order to infer sound types; (iii) taking
qualifiers from Q we solve the generated constraints on-the-fly, much like in classical
inference algorithms.
5.1 Using Damas-Milner type inference
One key aspect of our inference algorithm is the use of the inference algorithm W
[DM82] to infer ML types. Given the fact that a Liquid Intersection Type for a term
is a refinement and intersections of the corresponding ML type, the types inferred
by W act as shapes for our Liquid Intersection Types. Indeed, the function Shape(·)
(figuring in the typing rules and in the inference algorithm) maps a Liquid Intersection
Type to its corresponding ML type. For example, Shape((x : {⌫ = 0}! {⌫ = 0})\(x :
{⌫   0}! {⌫   0})) = int! int.
In the inference algorithm, whenever W is called, we need to feed it with an environ-
ment containing exclusively ML types. This is done by lifting Shape(·) to environ-
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Infer( , x,Q) = if W(Shape( ), x) = B then {v : B | v = x}
else  (x)
Infer( , c,Q) = ty(c)
Infer( , x.M,Q) = let (x : ⌧ˆ1 ! ⌧ˆ 01) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧ˆn ! ⌧ˆ 0n) =
Fresh(W(Shape( ), x.M),Q) in
let ⌧ 00i = Infer( ;x : ⌧ˆi,M,Q) in
let A = T (x : ⌧ˆj ! ⌧ˆ 0j) |   `\ (x : ⌧ˆ1 ! ⌧ˆ 01) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧ˆn ! ⌧ˆ 0n) inT 
(x : ⌧ˆk ! ⌧ˆ 0k) | x : ⌧ˆk ! ⌧ˆ 0k 2 A, ;x : ⌧ˆk `\Q ⌧ 00k   ⌧ˆ 0k
 
Infer( ,MN,Q) = let (x : ⌧1 ! ⌧ 01) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧n ! ⌧ 0n) = Infer( ,M,Q) in
let ⌧ = Infer( , N,Q) inT
[N/x]
 
⌧ 0i |   `\Q ⌧   ⌧i
 
Infer( , let x = M in N,Q) = let ⌧ˆ = Fresh(W(Shape( ), let x = M inN),Q) in
let ⌧1 = Infer( ,M,Q) in
let ⌧2 = Infer( ;x : ⌧1, N,Q) in
let A = T {⌧ˆ 0i |   `\ ⌧ˆ} inT 
⌧ˆ 00 | ⌧ˆ 00 2 A, ;x : ⌧1 `\Q ⌧2   ⌧ˆ 00
 
Infer( , [⇤↵]M,Q) = let   = Infer( ,M,Q) in
8↵. 
Infer( , [T ]M,Q) = let ⌧ 0 = Fresh(T,Q) in
let 8↵.  = Infer( ,M,Q) in
let A = T {⌧ 0i |   `\ ⌧ 0} in
 [A/↵]
Figure 5.1: Type inference algorithm
ments, Shape( ), by applying it to every binding in  .
The function Fresh(·, ·) takes an ML type and the set Q as input and generates
a new Liquid Intersection Type that contains all of the combinations of refinement
expressions from Q. Taking for instance the ML type T = x : int ! int (we assume
we can annotate types with the corresponding abstraction variable, so it is easier to
use with refinements) and Q = {⌫   0, ⌫  0}, Fresh(T,Q) would generate the Liquid
Intersection Type
(x : {⌫   0}! {⌫   0}) \
(x : {⌫   0}! {⌫  0}) \
(x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0}) \
(x : {⌫  0}! {⌫  0})
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5.2 Constraint generation
The constraints generated during inference serve as a means to ensure that the sub-
typing and well-formedness requirements are respected. In the presentation of the
algorithm we borrow the notations from the typing rules, with   `\   standing for a
well-formedness restriction over   and   `\      0 constraining type   to be a subtype
of  0.
The well-formedness constraints are generated for terms where a fresh Liquid Inter-
section Type is generated ( -abstractions, let-bindings and type application). For a
fresh generated Liquid Intersection Type, solving this kind of constraints will result in
a type where the free variables of every refinement are in scope of the corresponding
expression.
The second class of constraints are the subtyping constraints, capturing relations
between two Liquid Intersection Types. A constraint   `\      0 is valid if the type
 0 is a super-type of  , meaning that there is a type derivation using the subsumption
rule to relate the two types.
The well-formedness and subtyping rules (Figure 4.3) can be used to simplify con-
straints prior to their solving. For instance, the constraint   `\ ⌧1 \ . . . \ ⌧n can
be simplified to the set {  `\ ⌧1, . . . ,  `\ ⌧n}. On the other hand, the constraint
  `\ (x : ⌧1 ! ⌧2)   (x : ⌧ 01 ! ⌧ 02) can be further reduced to   `\ ⌧ 01   ⌧1 and
 ; x : ⌧ 01 `\ ⌧2   ⌧ 02.
5.3 Constraint solving
We now describe the process of solving the collected constraints throughout the in-
ference algorithm. This process will reduce to two diﬀerent validity tests: a well-
formedness constraint will, ultimately, reduce to the constraint of the form   `\
{⌫ : B | E} and so it will amount to check if the type bool can be derived for E under
 ; for the subtyping case, the simplification of constraints will result in a series of
restrictions of the form   `\ {⌫ : B | E1} \ . . . \ {⌫ : B | En}   {⌫ : B | E 01} \ . . . \
{⌫ : B | E 0m}, leading to check if J K ^ JE1K ^ . . . ^ JEnK ) JE 01K ^ . . . ^ JE 0mK holds.
Finally, if a constraint of the form ⌧1 \ . . . \ ⌧n   ⌧ 01 \ . . . \ ⌧1 \ . . . \ ⌧n \ . . . \ ⌧ 0m is
generated, we use the rule [ -Elim] to try to solve it.
Whenever well-formedness constraints are generated, these are solved before the sub-
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typing ones. This step ensures only well-formed types are involved in subtyping
relations. Well-formedness constraints arise when a fresh Liquid Intersection Type
is generated, since that is when refinement expressions are plugged into a type. Such
fresh types will be of the form  1\ . . .\ n, so the solution for a constraint of the form
  `\ ⌧1 \ . . . \ ⌧n is the type
T {⌧i}, the intersection of all ⌧i (with 1  i  n) such
that   `\ ⌧i. We assign this solution to a temporary type, denoted by A, which will
be used during the solving of subtyping constraints.
The subtyping constraints will ensure that inferred types only present refinement
expressions capturing the functional behavior of terms. These will be used with  -
abstractions, applications and let-bindings. Except for applications, subtyping con-
straints are preceded by the resolution of well-formedness restrictions, and so it is the
case that subtyping relations will be checked using the temporary type A.
For the case of  -abstractions, after generating the fresh Liquid Intersection Type (x :
⌧ˆ1 ! ⌧ˆ 01)\ . . .\ (x : ⌧ˆn ! ⌧ˆ 0n), a series of calls to Infer are triggered, which we present
via the syntax let ⌧ 00i = Infer( ; x : ⌧ˆi,M,Q), with 1  i  n. These calls diﬀer
only on the type ⌧ˆi of x pushed into the environment, implying that diﬀerent types
for M can be inferred. After solving the well-formedness constraints, we must remove
from type A the refinement expressions that would cause the type to be unsound.
We use the notation x : ⌧k ! ⌧ 0k 2 A to indicate that
T {x : ⌧k ! ⌧ 0k} should be a
supertype of A, in the sense that it can be obtained from A using exclusively the rule
[ -Elim] (taking an analogy with set theory, T {x : ⌧k ! ⌧ 0k} would be a sub set of
the intersections of A). Then, the inferred type will be T {x : ⌧ˆk ! ⌧ˆ 0k}, such that
(x : ⌧ˆk ! ⌧ˆ 0k) 2 A and the constraint  ; x : ⌧ˆk `\ ⌧ 00k   ⌧ˆ 0k is valid, that is, the type
inferred for M under the environment  ; x : ⌧ˆk is a subtype of ⌧ˆ 0k. As an example,
consider Q = {⌫   0, ⌫  0, y = 5}, the term  x.   x and   = ;. The inference
procedure will start by generating the type:
(x : {⌫   0}! {⌫   0}) \
(x : {⌫   0}! {⌫  0}) \
(x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0}) \
(x : {⌫  0}! {⌫  0}) \
(x : {⌫   0}! {y = 5}) \
(x : {⌫  0}! {y = 5}) \
(x : {y = 5}! {⌫   0}) \
(x : {y = 5}! {⌫  0}) \
(x : {y = 5}! {y = 5})
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Then, with well-formedness constraints, and since no variable y is in scope, we are left
with:
(x : {⌫   0}! {⌫   0}) \
(x : {⌫   0}! {⌫  0}) \
(x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0}) \
(x : {⌫  0}! {⌫  0})
Finally, because of subtyping relations, the inferred type will be:
(x : {⌫   0}! {⌫  0}) \
(x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0})
For application and let-bindings, solving subtyping constraints works in a similar
manner as for  -abstractions. The type of an application is inferred similarly as in
[FP91]: for the function M with type x : ⌧1 ! ⌧ 01 \ . . . \ ⌧n ! ⌧ 0n and the argument
N with type ⌧ , the type of MN is
T {⌧ 0i}, such that 1  i  n and   `\ ⌧   ⌧i is
checked valid.
We give now a complete example of how our algorithm behaves, considering type
inference for ( x.x ⇤ x). With Q = {⌫   0, ⌫  0}, our algorithm starts by generating
the correspondent Liquid Intersection Type for x : int ! int :
Fresh(x : int ! int ,Q) = (x : {⌫   0}! {⌫   0}) \ (x : {⌫   0}! {⌫  0})\
(x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0}) \ (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫  0})
Then, a series of recursive calls (diﬀering in the type assigned to x within the typing
context) are performed. We use  1 = x : {⌫   0} and  2 = x : {⌫  0}, and use the
predicate Valid(·) to represent the process of solving subtyping constraints:
Infer( 1, x ⇤ x,Q) = {⌫ = x ⇤ x}
Infer( 1, ⇤x,Q) = z : int ! {⌫ = x ⇤ z}
Infer( 1, ⇤,Q) = w : int ! z : int ! {⌫ = w ⇤ z}
Infer( 1, x,Q) = {⌫ = x}
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)? Yes
Infer( 1, x,Q) = {⌫ = x}
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)? Yes
Infer( 1, x ⇤ x,Q) = {⌫ = x ⇤ x}
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Infer( 2, x ⇤ x,Q) = {⌫ = x ⇤ x}
Infer( 2, ⇤x,Q) = z : int ! {⌫ = x ⇤ z}
Infer( 2, ⇤,Q) = w : int ! z : int ! {⌫ = w ⇤ z}
Infer( 2, x,Q) = {⌫ = x}
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)? Yes
Infer( 2, x,Q) = {⌫ = x}
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ = x) >)? Yes
Infer( 2, x ⇤ x,Q) = {⌫ = x ⇤ x}
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ = x ⇤ x) ⌫   0)? Yes
Valid(x   0 ^ ⌫ = x ⇤ x) ⌫  0)? No
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ = x ⇤ x) ⌫   0)? Yes
Valid(x  0 ^ ⌫ = x ⇤ x) ⌫  0)? No
Given the validity results of the last four constraints, the Liquid Intersection Type
inferred for ( x.x ⇤ x) is
(x : {⌫   0}! {⌫   0}) \ (x : {⌫  0}! {⌫   0})
5.4 Properties of inference
We were able to prove that our inference algorithm is sound with respected to the
typing rules. This property is formalized as follows:
Theorem 5.4.1 (Soundness) If Infer( ,M,Q) =   then   `\Q M :  .
Proof. By structural induction over M .
• case M ⌘ x:
– subcase in which M has a basic type in this case W(Shape( ), x) = B
and so x has type {⌫ : B |  1} \ . . . \ {⌫ : B |  n}, which we abbreviate to
⌧1 \ · · · \ ⌧n.
The following derivation is then valid
 (x) = ⌧1 \ · · · \ ⌧n ⌧i :: B(8i.1  i  n)
  `\Q x : {⌫ : B | ⌫ = x}
B-Var
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– subcase in which x has not a basic type: in this case   =  (x).
So, the following derivation is valid
 (x) =    (x) :: T
  `\Q x :  
Var
• Case M ⌘ c: Easy, by application of the rule [Const].
• Case M ⌘  x.N : In this case the algorithm computes
– (x : ⌧ˆ1 ! ⌧ˆ 01) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧ˆn ! ⌧ˆ 0n) = Fresh(W(Shape( ), x.M),Q)
By IH
 ; x : ⌧ˆi `\Q N : ⌧ 00i , 8i : 1  i  n (a)
The type A restricts the inferred type only to the well formed intersections:
  `\ (x : ⌧ˆ1 ! ⌧ˆ 01) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧ˆn ! ⌧ˆ 0n) reduces to:
{  `\ (x : ⌧ˆ1 ! ⌧ˆ 01), . . . ,  `\ (x : ⌧ˆn ! ⌧ˆ 0n)}
Consider the sub-set of derivations in (a) such that  ; x : ⌧ˆj `\Q ⌧ 00j   ⌧ˆ 0j and that
respect the type A.
We have then a set of derivations of the form
Abs
Sub
 ;x : ⌧ˆj `\Q N : ⌧ 00j  ;x : ⌧ˆj `\Q ⌧ 00j   ⌧ˆ 0j  ;x : ⌧ˆj `\ ⌧ˆ 0j
 ;x : ⌧ˆ 0j `\Q N : ⌧ˆ 0j   `\ x : ⌧ˆj ! ⌧ˆ 0j
  `\Q  x.N : (x : ⌧ˆj ! ⌧ˆ 0j)
By repeated application of the rule [Intersect]
Intersect
  `\Q  x.N : (x : ⌧ˆj ! ⌧ˆ 0j) . . .   `\Q  x.N : (x : ⌧ˆj+k ! ⌧ˆ 0j+k)
  `\Q  x.N : (x : ⌧ˆj ! ⌧ˆ 0j) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧ˆj+k ! ⌧ˆ 0j+k)
• case M ⌘M 0N : By IH
–   `\Q M 0 : (x : ⌧1 ! ⌧ 01) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧n ! ⌧ 0n)
–   `\Q N : ⌧
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For all the ⌧i such that ⌧   ⌧i we have a derivation of the form
Sub
  `\Q M 0 : (x : ⌧1 ! ⌧ 01) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧n ! ⌧ 0n)
  `\Q (x : ⌧1 ! ⌧ 01) \ . . . \ (x : ⌧n ! ⌧ 0n)   (x : ⌧i ! ⌧ 0i)   ` (x : ⌧i ! ⌧ 0i)
  `\Q M 0 : (x : ⌧i ! ⌧ 0i) D
  `\Q M 0N : ⌧ 0i [N/x]
App
in which D is
  `\Q N : ⌧   `\Q ⌧   ⌧i   `\ ⌧i
  `\Q N : ⌧i
Sub
Let D1 be the entire previous derivation.
For each ⌧i that satisfy ⌧   ⌧i we have a derivation of the previous form.
So, by repeated application of the rule [Intersect] the following derivation is
valid
Di . . . Di+j
  `\Q M 0N : ⌧ 0i [N/x] \ . . . \ ⌧ 0i+j[N/x]
Intersect
By the definition of substitution we have ⌧ 0i [N/x] \ . . . \ ⌧ 0i+j[N/x] = (⌧ 0i \ . . . \
⌧ 0i+j)[N/x], which is precisely the inferred type.
• case M ⌘ let x = M 0 inN :
  is of the form ⌧ˆ 001 \ . . . \ ⌧ˆ 00n .
By IH
–   `\Q M 0 : ⌧1
–  ; x : ⌧1 `\Q N : ⌧2
The type A stands for the set of ⌧ˆ 0i such that   `\ ⌧ˆ 0i , which by the definition of
well formed type we have
WF-Intersect
  `\ ⌧ˆ 0i . . .   `\ ⌧ˆ 0i+j
  `\ ⌧ˆ 0i \ . . . \ ⌧ˆ 0i+j (b)
Consider all ⌧ˆ 00i in A such that  ; x : ⌧1 `\Q ⌧2   ⌧ˆ 00i .
The following derivation is valid
Let
D
Intersect
Sub
 ;x : ⌧1 `\Q N : ⌧2  ;x : ⌧1 `\Q ⌧2   ⌧ˆ 00i
 ;x : ⌧1 `\Q N : ⌧ˆ 00i . . .  ;x : ⌧1 `\Q N : ⌧ˆ 00i+j
 ;x : ⌧1 `\Q N : ⌧ˆ 00i \ . . . \ ⌧ˆ 00i+j
. . .
  `\Q ⌧ˆ 00i \ . . . \ ⌧ˆ 00i+j
(c)
  `\Q let x = M 0 in N : ⌧ˆ 00i \ . . . \ ⌧ˆ 00i+j
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in which D is
  `\Q M 0 : ⌧1
The derivation (c) is valid by (b), since  00i \. . .\ 00i+j is a sub-type of  0i\. . .\ 0i+j.
• case M ⌘ [⇤↵]M 0:
By IH
  `\Q M 0 :  
The following derivation is valid
  `\Q M 0 :   ↵ 62  
  `\Q M 0 : 8↵. 
Gen
• case M ⌘ [⌧ ]M 0:
By IH
  `\Q M 0 : 8↵. 
Since ⌧ 0 = Fresh(T,Q), then T = Shape(⌧ 0).
⌧ 0 is of the form ⌧ 01 \ . . . \ ⌧ 0n.
The type A stands for the set of all ⌧ 0i such that   `\ ⌧ 0i , so it is a sub-type of
⌧ 01 \ . . . \ ⌧ 0n.
Then, the following derivation is valid
Inst
  `\Q M 0 : 8↵. 
Intersect
  `\ ⌧ 0i . . .   `\ ⌧ 0i+j
  `\ ⌧ 0i \ . . . \ ⌧ 0i+j Shape(⌧ 0i \ . . . \ ⌧ 0i+j) = T
  `\Q [⌧ ]M 0 :  [⌧ 0i \ . . . \ ⌧ 0i+j/↵]
5.5 The lisette tool
In order to automate all the proof-and-typing process required for Liquid Intersection
Types inference, we implemented a prototype tool which we baptized lisette (LIquid
interSEction TypEs)1. A graphical representation for the workflow of this tool is given
in Figure 5.2.
1http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~mariopereira/lisette.tar.gz
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The purpose of lisette is to parse a program written in a ML-like language (which
we shall designate tiny-ML) plus a set of logical qualifiers and infer an appropriate
Liquid Intersection Type for that program, requiring no further assistance from the
user. This tool works as follows:
1. lisette parses the tiny-ML file (program plus qualifiers) and produces its A-
normal form version;
2. using Damas-Milner inference engine, an ML type is computed for each sub-term
in the program;
3. using the Fresh(·, ·) function, the Liquid Intersection Type containing all possible
combinations of qualifiers is generated and assigned to each sub-term;
4. then, depending on which term is begin processed, a set of well-formedness
constraints are generated, solved by testing if for all refinement expressions the
type bool can be derived;
5. to respect the relations between types, a set of subtyping constraints is computed
and translated to an equivalent logical formula;
6. using the logic of the Why3 platform [FP13, Fil13] as a back-end, we use
several automatic theorem provers to test the validity of the generated subtyping
constraints;
7. finally, combining the results of solving well-formedness and subtyping con-
straints, the final Liquid Intersection Type is assigned to the corresponding
sub-term.
Our use of the Why3 platform API is motivated by the fact that its internal logic can
target multiple provers. This allows the user of lisette to experiment with diﬀerent
provers, comparing how well they perform in solving the generated constraints. If
the user does not specify a particular prover to be used, then lisette tries to solve a
constraint by using all the available provers, stopping with the first one that is able to
prove the validity of the constraint. If none returns a positive answer, that constraint
is marked as false. Another advantage of using Why3 is that when designing the
tool there is no need to worry about the diﬀerent input languages of each diﬀerent
prover, being enough to prove a single translation function from the language of Liquid
Intersection Types to Why3 terms.
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Figure 5.2: Lisette workflow.
Given the recursive nature of our inference algorithm, and the fact that we start this
process by generating a Liquid Intersection Type containing all the combinations of
qualifiers, lisette might end up solving repeated constraints and making the same
recursive call more than once. To avoid these unnecessary computations, we use the
technique of memoization to save the result of every test to a constraint as well as the
Liquid Intersection Type returned by all calls to the inference algorithm. The purpose
of this technique is to save redundant computations by storing intermediate results
on memory: every time a constraint is solved we save in an auxiliary data-structure
a representation of that constraint along with the result of solving it (either true,
valid constraint, or false, the constraint is not valid); to avoid to compute repeated
recursive calls to the inference algorithm (i.e. with the exact same arguments), for
every call to Infer(·, ·, ·) we store a representation of its arguments as well as the
Liquid Intersection Type it returns.
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5.6 Examples
We present now some examples of how the lisette tool works. As mentioned, this tool
accepts a file containing a set of logical qualifiers and a program written in tiny-ML,
such as the following:
Qualifiers
{
v >= 0,
v <= 0
}
val mul = \x . * x x
val neg = \x. - x
For this example we have Q = {⌫   0, ⌫  0} and the terms composing the program
are neg ⌘  x. x and mul ⌘  x.x⇤x. The tool will use the supplied set Q to compute
a Liquid Intersection Type both for the function neg and mul .
The following listing shows the result of executing lisette over the previous file,
considering an execution on a platform where the available SMT solvers are Alt-
ergo [BCC+08] and CVC3 [BT07]:
           Inference for mul          
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int. x <= 0 /\ nuVar = x  > true
Alt Ergo checks valid? checked in 0.02 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int. x >= 0 /\ nuVar = x  > true
Alt Ergo checks valid? checked in 0.01 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
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forall nuVar:int.
x <= 0 /\ nuVar = (x ⇤ x)  > nuVar <= 0
Alt Ergo checks valid? not checked in 0.04 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x <= 0 /\ nuVar = (x ⇤ x)  > nuVar <= 0
CVC3 checks valid? not checked in 0.08 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x >= 0 /\ nuVar = (x ⇤ x)  > nuVar <= 0
Alt Ergo checks valid? not checked in 0.03 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x >= 0 /\ nuVar = (x ⇤ x)  > nuVar <= 0
CVC3 checks valid? not checked in 0.08 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x <= 0 /\ nuVar = (x ⇤ x)  > nuVar >= 0
Alt Ergo checks valid? checked in 0.00 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x >= 0 /\ nuVar = (x ⇤ x)  > nuVar >= 0
Alt Ergo checks valid? checked in 0.00 seconds
Inference result :
mul : (x: {v : int | (v>=0)}  > {v : int | (v>=0)}) /\
(x: {v : int | (v<=0)}  > {v : int | (v>=0)})
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                               
           Inference for neg           
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x <= 0 /\ nuVar = (0   x)  > nuVar <= 0
Alt Ergo checks valid? not checked in 0.03 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x <= 0 /\ nuVar = (0   x)  > nuVar <= 0
CVC3 checks valid? not checked in 0.05 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x >= 0 /\ nuVar = (0   x)  > nuVar <= 0
Alt Ergo checks valid? checked in 0.01 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x <= 0 /\ nuVar = (0   x)  > nuVar >= 0
Alt Ergo checks valid? checked in 0.00 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x >= 0 /\ nuVar = (0   x)  > nuVar >= 0
Alt Ergo checks valid? not checked in 0.03 seconds
goal :
forall x: int .
forall nuVar:int.
x >= 0 /\ nuVar = (0   x)  > nuVar >= 0
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CVC3 checks valid? not checked in 0.05 seconds
Inference result :
neg : (x: {v : int | (v<=0)}  > {v : int | (v>=0)}) /\
(x: {v : int | (v>=0)}  > {v : int | (v<=0)})
                               
As it can be noticed, for constraints that are not valid all the available provers are
called, and since none is able to prove its validity, that constraint is marked as false for
future reference. So, no constraint is solved more than once, thanks to memoization,
even when it is for diﬀerent terms: considering how inference for neg is presented
in section 5.3, it would be expected for constraints x   0 ^ ⌫ = x ) > and x
 0 ^ ⌫ = x ) > to appear during the process. However, the same constrains have
already been solved during the inference for mul , which allows to skip the validity
checks for them.
At the end, lisette is able to infer proper Liquid Intersection Types for the terms mul
and neg .

Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
Refinement type systems are a family of type systems presenting features suitable
for the functional specification of programs, directly on type language. In refinement
type systems logical annotations are plugged into types, which can easily lead to
undecidable problems. The Liquid Types system overcomes the undecidable issues
of general refinement types by restricting the expressions appearing on refinement
predicates and by using a conservative subtyping mechanism.
We presented a new type system supporting functional descriptions, via refinement
types, and oﬀering the expressiveness of intersection types. We keep our system
decidable but enhance the expressive power of our type language, having more accurate
types being checked by our system. So, this type system can be used to assign programs
more precise types than in previous refinement type systems, with types themselves
serving as detailed descriptions of programs’ behavior.
To design a decidable system we adopted a style closely related to Liquid Types: the
refinement expressions presented in types of some terms are exclusively collected from
Q, a global set of logical qualifiers, and the subtyping is decidable. We also impose
that the type of some particular terms must be the intersection of refinements to its
ML type, intersecting only types of the same form.
We also proposed an inference algorithm for Liquid Intersection Types. This algorithm
takes as input an environment  , a term M and the set of qualifiers Q, producing a
correspondent Liquid Intersection Type. Our inference algorithm uses the W algo-
rithm to infer the shape of a Liquid Intersection Type, which is the ML type for
that term. To determine which refinement expressions can be plugged into a type, the
algorithm produces a series of well-formedness and subtyping constraints, solving them
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immediately after their generation. We have been able to prove that our algorithm is
sound with the respected to the conceived typing rules.
The tool lisette represents a practical prototype for the work conceived during the
thesis. This tool can be used to experimentally verify the relevance of using intersection
types discipline together with functional specification provided by refinement types.
6.1 Future work
From this work, we propose some main directions for future work:
• We are convinced that our system has the principal type property and that our
algorithm infers the most general type for the given program. We intend to
formalize and proof this result, considering the work presented in [Fre94] a good
starting point to achieve this goal.
• In this thesis we followed the road of borrowing the expressiveness and accuracy
of intersection types into refinement type systems. Also interesting is to follow
the opposite path: we plan on studying on how to extend decidable intersection
type systems (of finite ranks) [Jim95, KW99] with type refinement predicates.
• It is of much interest to use lisette to infer Liquid Intersection Types for more
realistic examples. We plan on preparing a set of representative benchmarks,
not only to test the tool, but also to stress out our type system and inference.
6.2 Final remarks
Ultimately, we believe the objectives we set for ourselves were fulfilled. We believe
our type system represents an interesting means for assigning very expressive and
accurate types for programs, and we think it can be of much use when designing a
realistic compiler for a programming language with a rich type system.
The planned future work will not only allow to study theoretically and practically the
completeness of Liquid Intersection Types approach, but also to extend our results
and concepts to other interesting type systems.
On the personal level, the development of this work contributed for gaining a deeper
understanding of type systems and type theory research processes. This thesis also
served to get better in touch on how to perform formal research work.
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Appendix A
lisette code
A.1 A-normalization
Code for performing A-normalization over terms.
(***************************************************************
* a_normalizing (tm)
* tm - tiny-ML term
***************************************************************)
let rec a_normalizing = function
| TmCons _ as c -> c
| TmAbs (c, t) -> TmAbs (c, a_normalizing t)
| TmVar _ as x -> x
| TmApp (t1, t2) as t ->
begin
match t2 with
| TmCons _
| TmVar _ -> t
| _ -> ref_a := succ !ref_a;
let x = char_of_int ((!ref_a - 1) + 97) in
TmLet (x, a_normalizing t2,
TmApp (t1, TmVar x))
end
| TmLet (c, t1, t2) -> TmLet (c, t1, a_normalizing t2)
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A.2 Type inference
A.2.1 Inference algorithm
Implementation of inference algorithm, Figure 5.1.
module OrdTys =
struct
type t = ty
let compare t1 t2 =
if (=) t1 t2 then 0
else -1
end;;
(*OCaml sets are used in order to efficiently represent intersection types*)
module SetTys = Set.Make(OrdTys);;
(***************************************************************
* fresh (dm_ty)
* dm_ty - type inferred with Damas-Milner algorithm
***************************************************************)
let fresh dm_ty =
let n = ref 0 in
let rec put_refs refs = function
| DMBool -> incr n; TyBasicRefined (TyBool, RefBasic (List.nth
refs (!n - 1)))
| DMInt -> incr n; TyBasicRefined (TyInt, RefBasic (List.nth
refs (!n - 1)))
| DMVar (i) -> TyBasic (TyVar (i))
| DMArrow (c, t1, t2) -> TyArrow (c, (put_refs refs t1), (put_refs refs
t2))
in
List.fold_left (fun acc e -> SetTys.union acc (SetTys.singleton (n
:= 0; put_refs e dm_ty))) (SetTys.empty)
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(***************************************************************
* infer (gamma, term, refs_q)
* gamma - typing context, term - tiny-ML term
* refs_q - list of logical qualifiers
***************************************************************)
let rec infer gamma term refs_q =
match term with
| TmVar (c) as x ->
let _, dm_type = damas_milner_w (shape_gamma gamma) x in
begin match dm_type with
| DMInt -> SetTys.singleton (TyBasicRefined (TyInt, (RefBasic (QEq
(QNuVar, QVar (c))))))
| DMBool -> SetTys.singleton (TyBasicRefined (TyBool, (RefBasic (
QEq (QNuVar, QVar (c))))))
| DMVar (_) | DMArrow (_, _, _) -> SetTys.singleton (List.assoc c
gamma)
end
| TmCons (c) ->
begin try SetTys.singleton (List.assoc c cons_ty_list )
with Not_found -> SetTys.singleton (TyBasic (TyInt)) end
| TmAbs (c_l, m’) as m ->
let _, dm_type = damas_milner_w (shape_gamma gamma) m in
let fresh_type = fresh dm_type (list_of_refinements (ty_length dm_type)
refs_q) in
let a_type = SetTys.fold (fun e acc ->
let a = decide_wf_constraint gamma e in
if a then SetTys.add e acc else acc
) fresh_type SetTys.empty in
let infer_rec_l =
SetTys.fold
( fun e acc ->
begin
match e with
| TyArrow (c, t, t’) ->
begin
try
let ty_rec = List.assoc (Call ((gamma@[(c, t)]), m’, refs_q
)) !list_calls_mem in
acc@[ty_rec]
with Not_found ->
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let ty_rec’ = infer (gamma@[(c, t)]) m’ refs_q in
list_calls_mem := ((Call ((gamma@[(c, t)]), m’, refs_q)),
ty_rec’)::!list_calls_mem;
acc@[ty_rec’]
end
| _ ->
print_string "Expected arrow type in recursive lambda
inference.\n"; assert false
end
) a_type [] in
let n = ref 0 in
let final_type =
SetTys.fold
( fun e acc ->
begin
match e with
| TyArrow (c, t, t’) ->
begin
let ty_in_list = List.nth infer_rec_l !n in
n := !n + 1;
match decide_constraint (gamma@[(c,t)]) ty_in_list (SetTys.
singleton t’) with
| [a] -> if a then SetTys.add e acc
else acc
| _ -> print_string "Expected a single task.\n"; assert false
end
| _ ->
print_string "Expected arrow type assigned to lambda.\n";
assert false
end
) a_type SetTys.empty in final_type
| TmApp (m, n) ->
begin
match n with
| TmVar (x) ->
let ty_m = try List.assoc (Call (gamma, m, refs_q)) !list_calls_mem
with Not_found ->
let ty_rec’ = infer gamma m refs_q in
list_calls_mem := (Call ((gamma, m, refs_q)), ty_rec’)
::!list_calls_mem;
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ty_rec’
in
let ty_n = try List.assoc (Call (gamma, n, refs_q)) !list_calls_mem
with Not_found ->
let ty_rec’ = infer gamma n refs_q in
list_calls_mem := (Call ((gamma, n, refs_q)), ty_rec’)
::!list_calls_mem;
ty_rec’
in
let final_type =
SetTys.fold
(fun e acc ->
begin
match e with
| TyArrow (c, t, t’) ->
begin
match decide_constraint gamma ty_n (SetTys.singleton t)
with
| [a] -> if a then SetTys.add (subs_refs x c t’) acc
else acc
| _ -> print_string "Expected single task.\n"; assert
false
end
| _ ->
print_string "Expected arrow type assigned to application
left-side.\n"; assert false
end
) ty_m SetTys.empty in final_type
| _ -> print_string "Problem with A-Normalization: application right-
side not a var.\n"; assert false
end
| TmLet (c, m’, n) as m ->
let _, dm_type = damas_milner_w (shape_gamma gamma) m in
let fresh_type = fresh dm_type (list_of_refinements (ty_length dm_type)
refs_q) in
let ty_m’ = try List.assoc (Call (gamma, m’, refs_q)) !list_calls_mem
with Not_found ->
let ty_rec’ = infer gamma m’ refs_q in
list_calls_mem := (Call ((gamma, m’, refs_q)), ty_rec’)::
!list_calls_mem; ty_rec’
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in
let t_o = ty_of_set ty_m’ in
let ty_n = try List.assoc (Call (gamma@[c, t_o], n, refs_q))
!list_calls_mem
with Not_found ->
let ty_rec’ = infer (gamma@[c, t_o]) n refs_q in
list_calls_mem := (Call ((gamma@[c, t_o], n, refs_q)),
ty_rec’)::!list_calls_mem; ty_rec’
in
let final_type =
SetTys.fold ( fun e acc ->
begin
match decide_constraint (gamma@[c, ty_of_set ty_m’])
ty_n (SetTys.singleton e) with
| [a] -> if a then SetTys.add e acc else acc
| _ -> print_string "Expected single task.\n"; assert
false
end ) fresh_type SetTys.empty in final_type
A.2.2 Constraints solving
Decision procedures for evaluating the validity of constraints.
(***************************************************************
* decide_constraint (gamma, t, t’)
* gamma - typing context, t - liquid intersection type
* t’ - liquid intersection type
***************************************************************)
let rec decide_constraint gamma t t’ =
try List.assoc (SubType (gamma, ty_of_set t, ty_of_set t’)) !list_cons_mem
with Not_found ->
if SetTys.cardinal t >= 2 then
let a = SetTys.subset t’ t in
list_cons_mem := (((SubType (gamma, ty_of_set t, ty_of_set t’)), [a])::
!list_cons_mem); [a]
else
match (ty_of_set t), (ty_of_set t’) with
| TyAlpha (i), TyAlpha (i’) ->
let a = i = i’ in
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list_cons_mem :=
((SubType (gamma, ty_of_set t, ty_of_set t’)), [a])::
!list_cons_mem; [a]
| TyArrow (c, t1, t2), TyArrow (c’, t1’, t2’) ->
let [a1] = decide_constraint gamma (SetTys. singleton t1’) (SetTys.
singleton t1) in
let [a2] = decide_constraint (gamma@[c, t1’]) (SetTys.singleton t2) (
SetTys.singleton t2’) in
list_cons_mem :=
((SubType (gamma, ty_of_set t, ty_of_set t’)), [a1 && a2])::
!list_cons_mem; [a1 && a2]
| TyBasicRefined (b, r), TyBasicRefined (b’, r’) ->
let a’ = get_answer_of_constraint (SubType (gamma, ty_of_set t,
ty_of_set t’)) in
list_cons_mem :=
((SubType (gamma, ty_of_set t, ty_of_set t’)), a’)::!list_cons_mem;
a’
| _ -> print_string "Unexpected subtyping constraint.\n"; assert false
(***************************************************************
* decide_wf_constraint (gamma, t)
* gamma - typing context, t - liquid intersection type
***************************************************************)
let rec decide_wf_constraint gamma t =
try let [answer] = List.assoc (WellForm (gamma, t)) !list_cons_mem in
answer
with Not_found ->
match t with
| TyAlpha _ -> true
| TyArrow (c, t1, t2) ->
let a1 = decide_wf_constraint gamma t1 in
if a1 then
let answer = decide_wf_constraint (gamma@[c, t1]) t2 in
list_cons_mem := ((WellForm (gamma, t)), [answer])::!list_cons_mem;
answer
else false
| TyBasicRefined (b, r) ->
let answer = well_sorted_ref (gamma@[’v’, TyBasic b]) r in
list_cons_mem := ((WellForm (gamma, t)), [answer])::!list_cons_mem;
answer
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| TyIntersection (t1, t2) ->
let a1 = decide_wf_constraint gamma t1 in
let a2 = decide_wf_constraint gamma t2 in
list_cons_mem := ((WellForm (gamma, t)), [a1 && a2])::!list_cons_mem;
a1 && a2
and well_sorted_ref gamma = function
| RefBasic q -> well_sorted_qual gamma q
| RefCon (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| RefTrue -> true
and well_sorted_qual gamma = function
| QTrue -> true
| QNuVar -> true
| QVar c -> List.mem_assoc c gamma
| QVal i -> true
| QAnd (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QOr (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QImpl (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QNeg q -> well_sorted_qual gamma q
| QGt (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QLt (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QGe (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
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let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QLe (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QEq (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QPlus (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QMinus (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QTimes (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
| QDiv (q, q’) ->
let a1 = well_sorted_qual gamma q in
let a2 = well_sorted_qual gamma q’ in
a1 && a2
A.3 Interaction with Why3
Translation of constraints to Why3 terms and use of Why3’s API to interact with
SMT solvers.
(***************************************************************
* gamma_embedding (gamma)
* gamma - typing context
***************************************************************)
let gamma_embedding gamma =
let rec embbed_type x = function
| TyBasicRefined (b, r) ->
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begin
match r with
| RefBasic (q) -> let e = replace_nu_var x q in
logic_of_quals e
| RefCon (q, q’) -> let e = replace_nu_var x q in
let e’ = replace_nu_var x q’ in
LAnd (logic_of_quals e, logic_of_quals e’)
| RefTrue -> LAtom (LTrue)
end
| TyIntersection (t, t’) -> let e = embbed_type x t in
let e’ = embbed_type x t’ in
LAnd (e, e’)
| _ -> LAtom (LTrue)
in
let f acc (x, t) = let e_ty = embbed_type x t in LAnd (acc, e_ty)
in
List.fold_left f (LAtom (LTrue)) gamma
let config = Whyconf.read_config None (*get configuration file*)
let main = Whyconf.get_main config (*read config file main section*)
let provers = Whyconf.get_provers config (*get installed provers*)
(*creating environment, so that each SMT driver can be used*)
let env = Env.create_env (Whyconf.loadpath main)
let int_theory = Env.find_theory env ["int"] "Int" (*integers theory*)
(***************************************************************
* logic_of_constraints (cons)
* cons - constraint to be translated into Why3 language
***************************************************************)
let logic_of_constraints = function
| SubType (l, t, t’) -> let l’ = transform_gamma l in
let gamma_l = gamma_embedding l’ in
let l_t = logic_of_type t in
let l_t’ = logic_of_type t’ in
LImpl (LAnd (gamma_l, l_t), l_t’)
| _ -> assert false
(***************************************************************
* why_term_from_logic (l_term, list)
* w_term - Why3 term, list - list of already found variables
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***************************************************************)
let rec why_term_from_logic l_term list=
match l_term with
| LAnd (d, d’) -> let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.t_and w_d w_d’), l’
| LOr (d, d’) -> let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.t_or w_d w_d’), l’
| LImpl (d, d’) -> let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.t_implies w_d w_d’), l’
| LNeg (d) -> let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
(Term.t_not w_d), l
| LGt (d, d’) -> let gt_symbol : Term.lsymbol =
Theory.ns_find_ls int_theory.Theory.th_export ["infix >"]
in
let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.ps_app gt_symbol [(w_d); (w_d’)]), l’
| LLt (d, d’) -> let lt_symbol : Term.lsymbol =
Theory.ns_find_ls int_theory.Theory.th_export ["infix <"]
in
let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.ps_app lt_symbol [(w_d); (w_d’)]), l’
| LGe (d, d’) -> let ge_symbol : Term.lsymbol =
Theory.ns_find_ls int_theory.Theory.th_export ["infix >="]
in
let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.ps_app ge_symbol [(w_d); (w_d’)]), l’
| LLe (d, d’) -> let le_symbol : Term.lsymbol =
Theory.ns_find_ls int_theory.Theory.th_export ["infix <="]
in
let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.ps_app le_symbol [(w_d); (w_d’)]), l’
| LEq (d, d’) -> let eq_symbol : Term.lsymbol =
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Theory.ns_find_ls int_theory.Theory.th_export ["infix ="]
in
let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
Term.ps_app eq_symbol [(w_d); (w_d’)], l’
| LArith (ar) -> why_term_from_arith ar list
| LAtom (a) -> why_term_from_atom a list
and
why_term_from_arith ar_term list=
match ar_term with
| LPlus (d, d’) -> let plus_symbol : Term.lsymbol =
Theory.ns_find_ls int_theory.Theory.th_export ["infix +
"] in
let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.t_app_infer plus_symbol [(w_d); (w_d’)]), l’
| LMinus (d, d’) -> let minus_symbol : Term.lsymbol =
Theory.ns_find_ls int_theory.Theory.th_export ["infix -
"] in
let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.t_app_infer minus_symbol [(w_d); (w_d’)]), l’
| LTimes (d, d’) -> let mult_symbol : Term.lsymbol =
Theory.ns_find_ls int_theory.Theory.th_export ["infix *
"] in
let w_d, l = (why_term_from_logic d list) in
let w_d’, l’ = (why_term_from_logic d’ l) in
(Term.t_app_infer mult_symbol [(w_d); (w_d’)]), l’
| _ -> assert false;
and
why_term_from_atom a_term list =
match a_term with
| LTrue -> Term.t_true, list
| LNuVar -> begin try
let var_nu = List.assoc "nuVar" !list_vars in
let nu = (Term.t_var var_nu) in
nu, if (List.mem_assoc "nuVar" list) then
list else ("nuVar", var_nu)::list
with Not_found ->
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let var_nu = Term.create_vsymbol (Ident.id_fresh "
nuVar") Ty.ty_int in
let nu = (Term.t_var var_nu) in
list_vars := ("nuVar", var_nu)::!list_vars;
nu, ("nuVar", var_nu)::list end
| LVar (c) -> begin try
let var_x = List.assoc (Char.escaped c) !list_vars in
let x = (Term.t_var var_x) in
x, if (List.mem_assoc (Char.escaped c) list) then
list else (Char.escaped c, var_x)::list
with Not_found ->
let var_x = Term.create_vsymbol (Ident.id_fresh (Char
.escaped c)) Ty.ty_int in
let x = (Term.t_var var_x) in
list_vars := (Char.escaped c, var_x)::!list_vars;
x, (Char.escaped c, var_x)::list end
| LVal (i) -> Term.t_const (Number.ConstInt (Number.int_const_dec (
string_of_int i))), list
(***************************************************************
* close_forall_why_term (w_term)
* w_term - Why3 term
***************************************************************)
let rec close_forall_why_term w_term =
List.fold_left (fun acc (_, var_x) -> Term.t_forall_close [var_x] []
acc) w_term
(***************************************************************
* get_answer_of_constraint (cons)
* cons - subtyping constraint
***************************************************************)
let get_answer_of_constraint cons =
let l_term = logic_of_constraints cons in
let w_t, l = why_term_from_logic l_term [] in
let gen = close_forall_why_term w_t l in
let my_theory = Theory.create_theory (Ident.id_fresh "My_theory") in
let use th1 th2 =
let name = th2.Theory.th_name in
Theory.close_namespace
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(Theory.use_export
(Theory.open_namespace th1 name.Ident.id_string) th2) true in
let my_theory = use my_theory int_theory in
let my_goal_id = Decl.create_prsymbol (Ident.id_fresh "my_goal") in
let decl_goal = Decl.create_prop_decl Decl.Pgoal my_goal_id gen in
let my_theory = Theory.add_decl my_theory decl_goal in
let my_theory = Theory.close_theory my_theory in
let my_tasks = List.rev (Task.split_theory my_theory None None) in
let provers = Whyconf.get_provers config in
let provers = Whyconf.Mprover.bindings provers in
let get_provers_name (p: Whyconf.config_prover) = p.prover.prover_name in
let bool_of_answer = function
| Call_provers.Valid -> true
| _ -> false in
let print_prover_answer prover (result: Call_provers.prover_result) =
let answer = match result.pr_answer with
| Call_provers.Valid -> "checked"
| _ -> "not checked" in
let p_name = get_provers_name prover in
let time = result.pr_time in
printf "@[%s checks valid?@ %s in %5.2f seconds@]@." p_name answer time
in
let rec pre_stop_iter f l p =
match l with
| [] -> ()
| e::l’ -> f e; if p e then () else pre_stop_iter f l’ p in
let rec pre_stop_fold_left f l p =
match l with
| [] -> false
| e::l’ -> f e; if p e then true else pre_stop_fold_left f l’ p in
List.map (*this fold_left goes through all the tasks*)
(*this iter goes through all the provers, possibly stopping before
if some prover is able to discharge the implication*)
(fun t -> pre_stop_fold_left
(fun _ -> printf "@[Task is: %a@]@." Pretty.print_task t)
provers
(fun (k, p) ->
try
let driver : Driver.driver =
Driver.load_driver env p.Whyconf.driver [] in
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let result =
Call_provers.wait_on_call (
Driver.prove_task ~command:p.Whyconf.command driver t
()) () in
print_prover_answer p result; bool_of_answer result.
pr_answer
with e -> eprintf "Failed to load driver: %a@." Exn_printer.
exn_printer e; false);
)
my_tasks
